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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 
The Utah Supreme Court has jurisdiction over final 
orders entered by District Courts pursuant to Utah Code 
Annotated (1353 as amended), Section 78-2-2(3)(j). 
STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES 
ISSUE 1: When the guaranty agreement provides the 
guarantor will be treated as the principal, does Utah Code 
Annotated 57-1-32 prohibit a deficiency action based upon a 
Trust Deed Foreclosure for a deficiency filed beyond the 
three month period after the foreclosure sale. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 1: Utah Code Annotated 57-1-32, Cox 
vs. Green 696 P. 2nd 1207 (Utah 1385), Concepts, Inc. vs. 
First Security Reality Services, Inc. 743 P. 2nd 1158. 
ISSUE 2: The filing of a deficiency action beyond the 
three month period of limitations prohibits any type of 
deficiency action against the principal obligor, C. John 
Gibson, and as a result of releasing the original obligor, 
should the guarantor, Bonneville Industries, Inc., be 
released from any obligation pursuant to the guaranty. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 2: Utah Code Annotated 57-1-32, 
Valley Bank and Trust Company vs. Rite Way Concrete Forming, 
Inc. 742 P. 2nd 105 (Court of Appeals, Utah 1987). 
ISSUE 3: Did a material modification occur between the 
original obligor, C. John Gibson, and Plaintiff/Appellee, 
American Savings and Loan Association. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 3: Carrier Brokers vs. Spanish 
Trails 751 P. 2nd 253 (Court of Appeals, Utah 1388). 
ISSUE 4: Was the subsequent agreement sufficient to 
create a novation between the parties. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 4: Crested Butte Silver Mine, Inc. 
vs. Candeleria Metals, Inc. 740 P. 2nd 1304 (Utah 1987). 
ISSUE 5: Is the guaranty of October 28, 1983, a 
conditional guaranty in which creditor is obligated to 
pursue the security before any obligation exists as to the 
guarantor. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 5: Carrier Brokers vs. Spanish 
Trails 751 P. 2nd 258 (Court of Appeals, Utah 1988) 
ISSUE 6: Does Plaintiff's election to proceed with the 
deficiency action in connection with the real property 
require the Plaintiff and Appellee to comply with the one 
action rule as outlined in Utah Code Annotated 78-37-1. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 6: Utah Code Annotated 78-37-1, 
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Lockhart vs. Equitable Reality, Inc. 657 P. 2nd 1333 (Utah 
1983) 
ISSUE 7: Have issues of fact been raised which 
indicate a material modification of the guaranty and/or a 
novation occurred, which would preclude the granting of 
summary judgment on the issue of liability as to Bonneville 
Industries, Inc. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 7: Rule 56(c) of the Utah Rules of 
Civil Procedure Holbrook Company vs. Adams 542 P. 2nd 191 
(Utah 1975) 
DETERMINATIVE STATUTES 
The following sets forth the statutes which Defendant 
and Appellant believe are determinative of the pending 
action. 
Utah Code Annotated 1953 as amended, 57-1-32: 
SALE OF TRUST PROPERTY BY TRUSTEE - ACTION TO RECOVER 
BALANCE DUE UPON OBLIGATION FOR WHICH TRUST DEED WAS 
GIVEN AS SECURITY. 
"At any time within three months after any sale of 
property under a trust deed, as hereinabove 
provided, an action may be commenced to recover 
the balance due upon the obligation for which the 
trust deed was given as security, and in such 
action the complaint shall set forth the entire 
amount of the indebtedness which was secured by 
such trust deed, the amount for which such 
property was sold, and the fair market value 
thereof at the date of sale. Before rendering 
judgment, the court shall find the fair market 
value at the date of sale of the property sold. 
The court may not render judgment for more than 
the amount by which the amount of the indebtedness 
with interest, costs, and expenses of sale, 
including trusteefs and attorney's fees, exceeds 
the fair market value of the property as of the 
date of the sale. In any action brought under 
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this section, the prevailing party shall be 
entitled to collect its costs and reasonable 
attorney fees incurred in bringing an action under 
this section. ff 
Utah Code Annotated 1953 as amended, 78-37-1: 
FORM OF ACTION - JUDGMENT - SPECIAL EXECUTION. 
"There can be one action for the recovery of any 
debt or the enforcement of any right secured 
solely by mortgage upon real estate which action 
must be in accordance with the provisions of this 
chapter. Judgment shall be given adjudging the 
amount due, with costs and disbursements, and the 
sale of mortgaged property, or some part thereof, 
to satisfy said amount and accruing costs, and 
directing the sheriff to proceed and sell the same 
according to the provisions of law relating to 
sales on execution, and a special execution or 
order of sale shall be issued for that purpose." 
Rule 56(c) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure: 
"The motion shall be served at least 10 days 
before the time fixed for the hearing. The 
adverse party prior to the day of hearing may 
serve opposing affidavits. The judgment sought 
shall be rendered forthwith if the pleadings, 
depositions, answers to interrogatories, and 
admissions on file, together with the affidavits, 
if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to 
any material fact and that the moving party is 
entitled to a judgment as a matter of law. A 
summary judgment, interlocutory in character, may 
be rendered on the issue of liability alone 
although there is a genuine issue as to the amount 
of damages." 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
a. NATURE OF THE CASE. 
The Plaintiff and Appellee, American Savings & Loan 
Association, (hereinafter referred to as American) filed an 
action in the Third Judicial District Court, in and for Salt 
Lake County, State of Utah, against C. John Gibson, Lewis E. 
Young and Bonneville Industries, Inc., a Nevada corporation. 
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The cause of action against Bonneville Industries, Inc., the 
Defendant and Appellant, (hereinafter referred to as 
Bonneville) is based upon a guaranty agreement executed on 
October 28, 1983, contemporaneous with the execution of a 
loan to C. John Gibson and GiiDson Cryogenics evidenced by a 
Promissory Note and secured by a Deed of Trust on the same 
date. American is seeking recovery of one million seventy-
eight thousand eight hundred and thirty-five dollars and 
fifty-nine cents from the principal obligor and guarantor, 
based upon a default under the promissory note and guaranty 
agreement. A second cause of action is alleged as to C. 
John Gibson, referring to a subsequent promissory note, 
executed on or about August 12, 1986, in the principal sum 
of $500,000.00, which was a renewal of an earlier note dated 
December 10, 1985, with a delinquency of $290,832.00. 
b. COURSE OF PROCEEDINGS. 
American filed a Complaint against Bonneville as a 
guarantor, based upon the guaranty executed on October 28, 
1983. Bonneville was served with a copy of the summons and 
complaint and filed an answer, which alleged as affirmative 
defenses that American did not comply with Utah Code 
Annotated (1953 as amended), Sections 57-1-32 and 78-37-1, 
and other affirmative defenses as outlined in the answer of 
Bonneville Industries, Inc. 
American subsequently proceeded with request for 
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admissions, interrogatories and request for production of 
documents, which were responded to by Bonneville. 
Bonneville proceeded with a request for production of 
documents, interrogatories and request for admissions, which 
were responded to by American. 
On November 29, 1989, American filed a Motion for 
Summary Judgment supported by Affidavit and a Memorandum in 
Support of Motion for Summary Judgment as to the issue of 
liability as against Bonneville. American's Motion for 
Summary Judgment was opposed by affidavit and memorandum 
filed on December 8, 1989. 
Bonneville filed a Motion for Summary Judgment, 
supported by affidavit and memorandum, on December 8, 1989, 
requesting that American's complaint as to Bonneville be 
dismissed with prejudice. The Motion for Summary Judgment 
was opposed by American, and on December 15, 1989, American 
filed a motion and memorandum to strike affidavits filed by 
Bonneville, which was responded to by Bonneville on December 
22, 1989. American's Motion for Summary Judgment and motion 
to strike affidavits was submitted to the court for decision 
on January 2, 1990, and Bonneville Industries, Inc.'s Motion 
for Summary Judgment was submitted to the court for a 
decision on January 3, 1990. 
c. DISPOSITION AT TRIAL COURT. 
The trial court, with the Honorable Kenneth Rigtrup, 
Presiding, on April 23, 1990, granted an order for Partial 
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Summary Judgment, which denied American's motion to strike 
affidavits, granted American's Motion for Summary Judgment 
as to the issue of liability against Bonneville and denied 
Bonneville's Motion for Summary Judgment. The court further 
found that the One Action Rule was not applicable. 
(Addendum, page A-2 J 
Bonneville, on May 11, 1990, filed a petition for 
permission to appeal the order of April 23, 1990, alleging 
that the order was an Interlocutory Order. The Petition for 
Interlocutory Appeal was denied on May 23, 1990. The 
Petition for Interlocutory Appeal is American Savings & Loan 
Association, a Federal Association, Plaintiff and Appellee, 
vs. Bonneville Industries, Inc., a Nevada corporation, C. 
John Gibson and Lewis E. Young, Defendants and Appellants, 
number 900223. American responded to Bonneville's petition 
to appeal Interlocutory Order, alleging that said order was 
a f inal order . 
Bonneville, on May 22, 1990, filed a notice of appeal 
from that part of the order granting Plaintiff's Summary 
Judgment on the issue of liability, denying the one action 
rule, and denying Defendant's motion for summary judgment, 
which is the action presently pending before the Utah 
Supreme Court, as number 900264. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
The following facts alleged in Appellant's pleadings, 
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exhibits and affidavits, are deemed admitted for purposes of 
this appeal. 
American's agents prepared a Promissory Note (Exhibit E 
of Complaint, page A-6 of Addendum), Deed of Trust (Exhibit 
A of Complaint), UCC-1 and Guaranty (Exhibit C of Complaint, 
page A-9 of Addendum), which were executed on October 28, 
1983, and were based upon a loan commitment dated October 3, 
1983. (Paragraph 5 of Affidavit of Gary Young, filed in 
opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment, dated 
December 7, 1989, Addendum, page A-12) Cary Young, as 
president of Bonneville Industries, Inc., at the time of the 
execution of the loan commitment, was assured by agents of 
American Savings & Loan Association that upon a default of 
the Promissory Note by the Primary Obligor, Plaintiff would 
proceed to obtain payment on said note as outlined in 
paragraph 1 of said commitment agreement (Addendum page A-
12, Exhibit A to Affidavit of Cary Young dated December 7, 
1989) in the same order as outlined under paragraph 1 a, b, 
c and d of said commitment (Affidavit of Cary Young, 
paragraph 3, dated December 7, 1989, filed with Bonneville 
Industries, Inc.'s Motion for Summary Judgment, and 
Affidavit of Cary Young, Paragraph 2, dated December 7, 
1989, in opposition to American's Motion for Summary 
Judgment). The loan commitment agreement, under paragraph 9 
(Addendum, page A-12) provides that the borrower shall not 
permit any liens to exist on the real property or on the 
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improvements thereon, except for the lien and security 
interest of American Savings & Loan Association's Deed of 
Trust, dated October 28, 1983. American was a signatory on 
said agreement. 
That the preparation of the Promissory Note, Deed of 
Trust and Guaranty were executed as part of a common 
transaction, all based upon the Loan Commitment Agreement of 
October 3, 1383, and the guarantor was assured it would not 
have any liability under the guaranty as a result of the 
fair market value of the real property substantially 
exceeding the loan amount to the Primary Obligor. 
(Affidavit of Gary Young in opposition to Plaintiff's Motion 
for Summary Judgment, dated December 7, 1989, paragraphs 5 
and 9) 
On August 12, 1986, American Savings & Loan Association 
and the primary obligers executed a revolving line of credit 
in the sum of $500,000.00, (Addendum, page A-19) utilizing 
the personal and real property, previously secured by the 
Note, Deed of Trust and UCC filing previously executed on 
October 28, 1983 (Exhibit D attached to Plaintiff's 
Complaint, response to request for production of documents 
and paragraphs 19, 20 and 21 of Plaintiff's complaint and 
Affidavit of Lewis E. Young, dated December 22, 1989, 
paragraphs 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7, filed as an Exhibit to 
Bonneville Industries reply to Plaintiff's Memorandum in 
Opposition to Bonneville's Motion for Summary Judgment). 
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That Plaintiff, based upon the revolving line of credit, 
received in excess of three million dollars, and said 
amounts were not applied to the October 28, 1983 note, but 
were applied to the revolving line of credit executed on 
August 12, 1986 (Answer to Defendant's interrogatories 
number 3 attached as Exhibit B to Bonneville Industries, 
Inc.'s Motion for Summary Judgment, Addendum page A-21). 
American made an election to proceed with a foreclosure 
under the Deed of Trust (paragraph 23 of PlaintiffTs 
complaint, Answer to Interrogatory number 5, attached as 
Exhibit B to Bonneville Industries, Inc. fs Motion for 
Summary Judgment, Paragraph 10 of American Savings & Loan 
Association's Affidavit in Support of Motion for Summary 
Judgment, filed by Karen Ashbridge). 
The Trust Deed was foreclosed on August 8, 1988, 
(Affidavit of Karen Ashbridge, paragraph 10, answer to 
Interrogatories submitted by Plaintiff, answer 5, attached 
as Exhibit B to Bonneville Industries, Inc.'s Motion for 
Summary Judgment). American did not allege the fair market 
value or grant any credit to Bonneville, although it appears 
that Plaintiff bid $330,000.00 (Trustee's Deed Exhibit C to 
Bonneville Industries, Inc.'s Memorandum in Support of 
Motion for Summary Judgment, Addendum, page A-48) at the 
time of the foreclosure sale, with no credit granted to 
Defendant until November 29, 1989, based upon the motion for 
summary judgment filed by American (Affidavit of Karen 
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Ashbridge, paragraph 16 and 17, indicates $283,000.00 on 
sale J . 
Bonneville never had actual notice or knowledge of the 
foreclosure until being served in the above-entitled action 
(Paragraph 2 of Gary Young's affidavit dated December 7, 
1989, in support of Bonneville Industries, Inc.'s Motion for 
£ummar y J ad gmen t) . 
American filed a summons and complaint in the above-
entitled action, on April 26, 1989, which is more than 8 
months after the foreclosure sale, held on August 8, 1988 
(paragraph 23 of Plaintifffs complaint, Answer to 
interrogatory number 5, Addendum, page A-21). No crudit was 
granted on the promissory note of October 28, 1933 and the 
accounting does not reflect payment of three million seven 
hundred fifty-eight thousand one hundred sixty-nine dollars 
and seventy-four cents paid by the principal obligors to 
American, or subsequent payments of $463,184.65, or credit 
for the foreclosure sale of the real or personal property 
(affidavit of Karen Ashbridge, paragraph 17, Answers to 
Interrogatories by American Savings & Loan Association, 
paragraph 3 and Attached Accounting Addendum, page A-21). 
Bonneville, between November of 1985 and May of 1986, 
attempted to purchase the outstanding note, together with 
the Trust Deed and other security, executed by C. John 
Gibson and Gibson Cryogenics on October 28, 1983, to 
American. Bonneville was advised by agents of American 
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Savings & Loan Association that, because of agreements 
already in existence, the Note could not be sold to 
Bonneville Industries, Inc. (paragraph 7 of affidavit of 
Cary Young, dated December 7, 1989, paragraph 3 and 4 of 
affidavit of Lowell B. Summerhays dated December 8, 1989). 
Bonneville Industries, Inc. had no knowledge regarding the 
subsequent agreements, revolving line of credit, or 
utilization of the same property as security for the 
revolving loans, (paragraph 7 of Cary Young's affidavit). 
SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 
Bonneville alleges that the following is a summary of 
the arguments, which show that Bonneville Industries, Inc.'s 
motion for summary judgment dismissing the action should 
have been granted; or in the alternative, American Savings & 
Loan Association's Motion for Summary Judgment as to 
liability should have been denied. 
Bonneville alleges that, the guaranty in paragraph 2 
provides the guarantor will be treated as a principal, and 
American made an election to treat Bonneville as the 
principal under the guaranty and proceed with the 
foreclosure of the Trust Deed, based upon the Promissory 
Note, Trust Deed, and guaranty, executed on October 28, 
1983. Based upon said election, a trustee's foreclosure 
sale was held on August 8, 1988 and suit was filed on April 
26, 1989, more than 8 months after the foreclosure sale and 
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beyond the statute of limitations as provided in Utah Code 
Annotated (1953 as amended) 57-1-32. 
Bonneville alleges that, as a result of the election to 
proceed with a foreclosure sale under the Trust Deed beyond 
the three month period of time as allowed by Utah Code 
Annotated 57-1-32, the principal obligers, C. John Gibson 
and Gibson Cryogenics, were released from any obligation 
under the note. As a result of the release of the primary 
obligers, Bonneville, as a guarantor, is released from any 
obligation under the guaranty. 
As a result of the subsequent loans entered into with 
the principal obligor, C. John Gibson, and American, 
specifically the revolving note executed under date of 
August 12, 1986, which utilized the same property as 
security and American subsequently receiving three million 
seven hundred fifty-eight thousand one hundred sixty-nine 
dollars and seventy-four cents in payments on said revolving 
note without applying the payments to the original note of 
October 28, 1983, was a material modification, which 
releases the guarantor, Bonneville. 
The subsequent agreements between the primary obligor, 
C. John Gibson, and American were a novation, resulting in a 
discharge of the guarantor, Bonneville. 
American failed to comply with the one action rule in 
Utah Code Annotated (1953 as amended) 78-37-1, by alleging 
the deficiency and showing a credit, and as a result of the 
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election, to foreclose upon the real property prior to 
proceeding against the guarantor acts as a release of the 
guarantor, Bonneville. 
That a material modification of the original agreement 
occurred, as a result of subsequent agreements between the 
Primary Obligor and American. American also failed to allow 
the guarantor to purchase the original note as secured under 
date of October 28, 1983. These are issues of fact which 
should result in a denial of Plaintiff's Motion for Summary 
Judgment as to the liability of Bonneville Industries, Inc. 
ARGUMENT 
POINT I 
AMERICAN SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION PROCEEDED WITH 
FORECLOSURE OF THE TRUST DEED ON AUGUST 8, 1988; AND FILED 
AN ACTION FOR DEFICIENCY AGAINST THE PRINCIPAL OBLIGOR AND 
GUARANTORS ON APRIL 26, 1989, WHICH IS BEYOND THE THREE 
MONTH STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS AS PROVIDED UNDER UTAH CODE 
ANNOTATED (19 5 3 AS AMENDED) 57-1-32. 
American foreclosed on the real property covered by the 
Deed of Trust on August 8, 1988, and on April 26, 1989, 
filed an action for deficiency against Bonneville. Once 
American made an election to proceed with a foreclosure of 
the Trust Deed as provided under paragraph 4 of the guaranty 
Bonneville, as a guarantor, is entitled to the protection of 
Utah Code Annotated 57-1-32. The guaranty agreement at 
paragraph 2 states: 
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"...it being the intention hereof that Guarantor 
shall remain liable as principal until the full 
amount of the principal of the Note, Deed of Trust 
and any other document or instrument securing the 
Note, with interest and any other sums due or to 
become due thereon shall have been fully paid..." 
(emphasis added) 
It is evident that the guaranty agreement as drafted by 
American treats the guarantor as a principal and, as a 
principal obligor, Bonneville is entitled to the protection 
of Utah Law, especially wnen an election is made oy American 
to proceed with a foreclosure sale. 
American's action was filed eight and ont-half months 
from the time of the foreclosure sale and well beyond the 
three month period of limitations as established under Utah 
Code Annotated 57-1-32, which states: 
"At any time within three months after the sale of 
property under a trust deed, as hereinafter 
provided, an action may be commenced to recover 
the balance due upon the obligation for which a 
Trust Deed was given as security and in such 
action the complaint shall set forth the entire 
amount of the indebtedness which was secured by 
the Trust E)eed, the amount for which such property 
was sold, and the fair market value thereof at the 
date of the sale..." 
The Utah Supreme Court in Cox vs. Green 696 P. 2nd 1207 
(Utah 1985) on page 1208 held: 
"The trial court ruled, and we agree, that section 
57-1-32 provides the exclusive procedure for 
securing deficiency judgment following a trustee 
sale of the real property under a Trust Deed. 
Plaintiff's election to sell the property to 
satisfy the debt precludes them from seeking any 
other remedy, including damages for breech of 
contract, which might have been available to them. 
Since Plaintiff's action was not filed within 
three months from the date of the Trust Deed Sale 
of the real property, the trial court did not err 
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in ruling that Plaintiffs are not entitled to a 
deficiency judgment." (emphasis added) 
The Court, in upholding the three month statute of 
limitation as an absolute bar to an additional action, 
stated in Concepts, Inc. vs. First Security Reality 
Services, Inc. 743 P. 2nd 1158 (Utah 1987) at page 1161 
stated: 
"Once a Trust Deed sale has been made, that remedy 
is the exclusive remedy under statute." 
American, by its election to proceed with a foreclosure of 
the Trust Deed, is bound to follow the procedure as outlined 
in Utah Code Annotated 57-1-32 in connection with 
foreclosure and, as a result of a failure to comply with 57-
1-32, has released Bonneville. American also failed to 
comply with Utah Code Annotated 57-1-32 by their failure to 
state the amount for which the property was sold, the fair 
market value thereof as of the date of sale, and the 
resulting deficiency. 
POINT II 
A DISCHARGE OF THE PRINCIPAL OBLIGOR, C. JOHN GIBSON, 
OPERATES AS A RELEASE OF THE GUARANTOR, BONNEVILLE 
INDUSTRIES, INC. 
American, as a result of their violation of Utah Code 
Annotated 57-1-32, has released the principal obligor, C. 
John Gibson, (Gibson Cryogenics having previously filed a 
petition in bankruptcy) and as a result of the release of 
said principal obligor, has released the guarantor under the 
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guaranty agreement. The guaranty agreement, which is the 
basis of Plaintiff's complaint as to Bonneville clearly 
indicates that the guaranty agreement is based upon the 
Promissory Note and Deed of Trust executed on October 28, 
1983. In fact, Plaintiff made an election to proceed with 
the foreclosure of the Trust Deed and personal property 
which secured the promissory note, and by making the 
election, creditor must proceed as outlined by Utah Law. 
The complaint and record on file clearly indicates that 
American violated Utah Code Annotated (1953 as amended) 57-
1-32 by filing the action beyond the three month period of 
time and without granting a credit for either the fair 
market value or the amount obtained at the time of sale, and 
under Utah Law, this acts a complete release of the 
principal obligor for any deficiency. The fact the 
principal obligor, under the Promissory Note and Deed of 
Trust are released, operates as a release as to the 
guarantor, Bonneville Industries, Inc. Horn book law 
regarding the release of a guarantor at 38 Am Jur 2nd, 
section 89, states: 
"The guarantor is, as a general rule, released or 
discharged of liability where, by reason of some 
act or an omission on the part of the creditor, 
the principal debtor has become discharged of his 
obligation by a rule of law, even though there has 
been no payment of the principal obligation." 
In the action presently before the court, the guaranty 
agreement, promissory note and Deed of Trust were drafted by 
American's agents and should be construed most strictly 
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against American. Powerline Company vs. Russells7 Inc. 135 
page 906 (Utah 1943), Seal vs. Tayco, Inc. 16 U 2nd 323, 400 
P. 2nd 503 (Utah 1965) . 
American Savings & Loan Association made an election 
under paragraph 4 of the guaranty agreement to proceed with 
the foreclosure of the real property in question, and as a 
result of the election, they are required to comply with the 
foreclosure procedure as outlined in the State of Utah and 
their failure to comply with the foreclosure procedure has 
released both the principal and the guarantors. This 
position has been recognized in the Intermountain West in 
Nevada Bank of Commerce vs. Esquire Real Estate 4 68 P. 2nd 
22 (Nevada 1970) and in McGill vs. Idaho Bank anl Trust 622 
P. 2nd 683 (Idaho 1981). 
The Utah court seems to acknowledge this position in 
Valley Bank and Trust Company vs. Rite Way Concrete Forming, 
Inc. 742 P. 2nd 105 (Court of Appeals, Utah 1987) and at 
page 1C8 states: 
"The creditor may liquidate the security and apply 
tne proceeds to the obligation, or he may forego 
recourse to the security and proceed against the 
guarantor of payment, provided he does not subvert 
the guarantor's subrogation rights against 
collateral pledged by the principal obligor. If 
he breeches that trust duty by destroying, losing 
or otherwise improvidently dissipating the 
collateral, he may not hold the guarantor wholly 
liable because the guarantor would have been 
subrogated to the creditor's right to resort to 
that secur ity." 
It is clear that based upon the election made by American in 
proceeding with the foreclosure and not proceeding with the 
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deficiency action within the three month period of time as 
required by Utah Code Annotated 57-1-32 the principal 
obligor has been released and the security lost which should 
result in a release of the guarantor, Bonneville. 
POINT III 
THE SUBSEQUENT REVOLVING NOTE OF AUGUST 12, 1986, AND 
PAYMENT UNDER SAID NOTE IN EXCESS OF THREE MILLION DOLLARS 
RESULTS IN A MATERIAL MODIFICATION AND A RELEASE OF THE 
GUARANTOR'S OBLIGATION. 
Utah acknowledges that contracts should have an 
honorable, reasonable and honest intent and should be 
construed most strongly against the framer. Powerline 
Company vs. Russells/ Inc. 135 P. 2nd 906 (Utah 1943). 
American, on August 12, 1986, executed a revolving note 
in the sum of $500,000.00, secured by the same real and 
personal property as by the October 28, 1983 note. The 
subsequent agreement with the principal obligor, C. John 
Gibson, allowed American to obtain payment of over three 
million dollars without any credit being applied on the 
obligation of October 28, 1983, although the same property 
was utilized to secure both notes. 
The guaranty of Bonneville was given, based upon the 
loan commitment of October 28, 1983, as shown by the 
affidavit of Cary Young, and under said loan agreement, the 
real property was appraised at one million nine hundred 
thousand dollars and the loan represented 60% of the 
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appraised value thereof. The guaranty was given in reliance 
upon an honest belief that the real property in question had 
a fair market value of one million nine hundred thousand 
dollars. The guaranty was signed, based upon the loan 
commitment of October 23, 1983, and all documents were 
prepared by Plaintiff's agents, and it is acknowledged under 
paragraph 9 of the loan commitment that no additional liens 
will be allowed to be placed upon the property. However, 
creditor, with full knowledge of this agreement and the 
provisions of paragraph 9, entered into a subsequent 
agreement, securing the same collateral as secured by the 
October 28, 1983 promissory note, and obtained payments in 
excess of $3,000,000.00 without applying said payments to 
the original promissory note of October 28, 1983. 
American's execution of subsequent notes with the 
revolving credit placed greater financial risks upon the 
guarantor then were originally contemplated and were 
contrary to the agreement between the guarantor and 
American, resulting in a material modification of the 
agreement. The Court of Appeals for Utah in Carrier Brokers 
vs. Spanish Trail 751 P. 2nd 258 (Court of Appeal of Utah, 
1988) at page 261, held: 
"Dealings between the debtor and the primary 
obligor which materially modify the terms of the 
guarantor's undertaking generally result in the 
discharge of the guarantor's obi igat ion .ff 
The subsequent notes and security between American and the 
primary obligor, in which over $3,000,000.00 was received by 
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the lender without reducing the obligation of October 28, 
1983, clearly resulted in a material modification. The 
modification between American and tae primary obligor, 
should act as a release of the guarantor, Bonneville 
Industries, Inc. 
POINT IV 
THE SUBSEQUENT AGREEMENTS BETWEEN THE PRINCIPAL 
OBLIGOR, C. JOHN GIBSON, AND AMERICAN SAVINGS & LOAN 
ASSOCIATION, RESULTED IN A NOVATION. 
The subsequent agreements and the revolving line of 
credit of August 12, 198G, between American and the primary 
obligor acted as a new agreement or a novation, which should 
operate as a release of the October 28, 1983 note and Trust 
Deed. The Court, in Crested Butte Silver Minef Inc. vs. 
Candeleria Metals, Inc. 740 P. 2nd 1304 (Utah 1987} states 
that if a novation has occurred, it is determined as a 
result of the intent between the parties and it is clear 
that the intent between the parties in this particular 
action was to create a novation in which the $500,000.00 
note was utilized to receive in excess of $3,000,000.00 
without applying any sums to the original note, although the 
same property was utilized for security. 
It is evident from the action taken by American and the 
primary obligers that the subsequent agreements acted as a 
novation of the October 28, 1983 agreement, and that said 
subsequent agreements were utilized to channel in excess of 
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$3,000,000.00 without payment on the October 28, 1983 note, 
which should operate as a novation as a matter of law 
between the parties and as a release of Bonneville under the 
guaranty agreement. This is clearly evidenced by the fact 
that American would not sell the Promissory Note and Deed of 
Trust to Bonneville because of agreements with the primary 
obligor. 
POINT V 
THE GUARANTY OF OCTOBER 28, 1983, IS A CONDITIONAL 
GUARANTY AND CREDITOR MUST FIRST PURSUE THE DEBTOR OR 
DESIGNATED SECURITY OR BOTH AND THE FAILURE TO DO SO 
RELEASES THE GUARANTOR. 
The note and Trust Deed of October 28, 1983, is 
referred to throughout the guaranty and the creditor in fact 
made an election to proceed with a foreclosure sale based 
upon the Trust Deed, treating the guaranty as a collateral 
guaranty. The Court of Appeals in Carrier Brokers vs. 
Spanish Trails Id. at page 2G1 held the creditor is: 
"...required to reasonably pursue the debtor or 
designated security, or both, and a failure to do 
so releases the guarantor." 
American, in itfs own interpretation of the guaranty, 
has proceeded with a foreclosure under the personal and real 
property in question and having made such an election, they 
must reasonably pursue the debtor or security and a failure 
to do so releases Bonneville. 
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POINT VI 
AMERICAN SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION FAILED TO COMPLY 
WITH THE ONE ACTION RULE AS OUTLINED UNDER UTAH CODE 
ANNOTATED 1953 AS AMENDED, SECTION 78-37-1. 
American Savings & Loan Association filed a complaint 
on April 26, 1989, based upon a deficiency under the 
foreclosure of August 8, 1988. The complaint on file does 
not indicate the fair market value, alleged deficiency or 
comply with Utah Code Annotated 78-37-1 or the holding in 
Lockhart vs. Equitable Reality, Inc. 657 P. 2nd 1333 (Utah 
1983) . 
In the action present before the court, no specific 
amount was stated in the complaint regarding the bid and 
therefore no deficiency has been established. American is 
attempting to establish a deficiency in November of 1989 by 
the filing of affidavits and a motion for summary judgment, 
which is eight months after the complaint was filed and over 
one year since the foreclosure sale, held on August 8, 1988. 
POINT VII 
FACTS IN DISPUTE. 
Rule 56(c) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure 
provides that a Summary Judgment should be granted if there 
is no genuine issue as to any material fact and the moving 
party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law. The 
case law acknowledges that, in reviewing a Summary Judgment 
motion, the party against whom said judgment has been 
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granted is entitled to have all the facts presented and all 
the inferences fairly arising therefrom considered in a 
light most favorable to him. Morris vs. Farnsworth Motel 
123 (U) 239, 259 P. 2nd 297 (Utah 1953), English vs. Kienke 
774 P. 2nd 1154 (Utah Court of Appeals 1989). 
It only takes one contested statement to create a 
controversy or an issue of fact precluding Summary Judgment. 
See Holbrook Co, vs. Adams 542 P. 2nd 191 (Utah 1975). In 
the event the court does not believe that Bonneville's 
Motion for Summary Judgment dismissing the action as to 
Bonneville should be granted, the following facts, based 
upon the prior discussion, have been placed in dispute which 
would prevent the granting of American's judgment as to 
liability. 
1. Was a material alteration of the original contract 
created which would release the guarantor. 
2. Did a novation occur which would release the 
guarantor. 
3. Based upon the loan commitment, were 
representations made that creditor would proceed with 
enforcement of the obligation as outlined in the loan 
commitment, which would result in no liability to the 
guarantor . 
4. Has American properly applied payments and credits 
and, if not properly applied, does it act as a release of 
the guarantor. 
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The above all constitute issues of fact which should 
have resulted in a denial of Plaintiff's Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment as to liability against Bonneville. 
CONCLUSION 
In conclusion, Defendant., Bonneville Industries, Inc., 
alleges that their Motion for Summary Judgment, requesting a 
dismissal of American Savings 5c Loan Association's 
Complaint, should have been granted or in the alternative 
sufficient issues of fact were raised to deny Plaintiff's 
Motion for Summary Judgment as to the liability of 
Bonneville Industries, Inc. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 14th day March, 1991. 
np.RZvT.r, M I p.nNnp.R GERALD Mi CONDER 
Attorney for Defendant and 
Appellant 
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C. JOEN GIBSON, LEWIS E. 
YOUNG and BONNEVILLE 
INDUSTRIES, INC., a Nevada 
corporation, 
Defendants. 
ORDER GRANTING PARTIAL 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Civil No. 890902635 
Judge: Kenneth Rigtrup 
4 SNOW 
iSO AMCWCAH SAVINC5 
The Court having reviewed, the pleadings on. file in this case, 
together with attached documents, Plaintiff's Motion for Summary 
Judgment against Defendant: Bonneville Industries, Inc., togethez 
with its supporting memorandum and the supporting Affidavit of Karer 
Ashbridge, the Motion for Summary Judgment of Defendant Bonneville 
Incus tries, Inc., together with a memorandum in support thereof anc 
the Affidavit of Cary Young in support and the Affidavit of Car-
Young m opposition to Plaintiff's motion, Defendant's Memorandum i-
Oppositicn with supporting Affidavit of Lowell V. Summerhays 
Plaintiff's Motion to Stri2<e Affidavits, together witn 
A-2 
suppor t ing memorandum, and P l a i n t i f f ' s Reply Memorandum with 
suppor t ing supplemental Aff idavi t of Karen Ashbridge, the Memcran 
in Opposition to Motion to S t r i ke Affidavits f i l ed by Defend 
Bonnevil le Indus t r i e s , Inc. and the reply of Bonneville Indust r i 
Inc . to P l a i n t i f f ' s Moticn for Summary Judgment, being fu 
informed in the premises and coca cause appearing therefore , 
IT IS MEREST ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED as follows: 
1. P l a i n t i f f ' s Motion to S t r ike Affidavits i s denia 
2. P l a i n t i f f ' s Motion for Summary Judgment agai 
Defendant Bonneville I n d u s t r i e s , Inc . on the issue of l i a b i l i t y c 
i s granted . 
3- The one-act ion r a l e found a t Utah Code Ann- § 78-^ 
does not apply to the enforcement by P l a i n t i f f of Defenc 
Bonnevil le I n d u s t r i e s r Inc . f s Guaranty in t h i s case , the performs 
of Defendants ' obl igat ions having been, secured, by a Deed of Tmsi 
r e a l p roper ty , an uncondi t ional and absolute Guaranty Agreement 
a per fec ted secur i ty i n t e r e s t in personal proper ty . 
4 • The issue of the amount of damages for wi 
Defendant Bonneville I n d u s t r i e s , Inc . i s l i a b l e to Plaim 
American Savings & Loan Associa t ion i s reserved for fur 
de te rmina t ion by th i s Court. 
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i 
The Motion f o r Summary Judgment of Defendan" 
3 o n n e v i i i e I n d u s t r i e s , Lac. i s d e n i e d . 
Dated t h i s j E ^ ^ t l a y of A o r i i , 1390. 
BY THE COURT 
KENNETH R1GTHUP jj ^ 
D i s t r i c t Court Judce 
APPROVED AS TC FORM: 
G ^ r a l c L ^ Concer 
A t t o r n e y f02: Defendant -
B o n n e v i l l e I n d u s t r i e s , I n c . 
C.YQE. P^ATT 
dt S N O W 
AT—ORNCTS AT U w 
ICO AMCXICkN SAVINGS 
~*»€S7 SZCSNO SOMTVJ 
CSRTinCATg OF ScRVTCZ 
I fteraiy cer t i fy that I caused a t rue and correct copy of 
foregoing Order Granting P a r t i a l Summary Judgment to be mall 
pos tage prepaid , to the following t h i s <^rsp day of rh^^^ 
1990: 
Mr. Gerald &• Conder 
273 East South Temple, Su i te 303 
S a l t LaJce City, Utaii • 84111 
Attorney for Bonnevil le I n d u s t r i e s , Inc. 
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PROMISSORY NOTE OE 
OCTOBER 2 8, 1983 
c 
PROMISSORY VOTE 
$1,100,000 00 October 23 . 1983 
Salt Lake City, Leah 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, in installments and at the times hereinafter stated, the under-
signed promises to pay to the order of American Savings and Loan Association 
(hereinafter referred to as "Holder"), at such place, either within or without the 
State set forth above, as Holder hereof may from time to time designate in writing, 
in legal tender of the United States of America, the principal sum of One Million 
One Hundred Thousand and NO/100 Dollars ($1,100,000.00) with interest on the unpaid 
principal balance from time to time outstanding from the date of disbursement as 
follows: 
The rate of interest shall be a three percent (3.0%) per annum float over 
the prime interest rate of Chemical Bank of New York ("Rate") from time 
to time in effect, calculated and applied on the basis of a 360-day year, 
increases or decreases in such prime commercial rate of interest being 
effective concurrently with the effective date of each such change by said 
Chemical Bank. Specifically, the beginning interest rate shall be fourteen 
percent ( 14.0 %) per annum, based upon the Rate of eleven 
percent ( II.0 % ) . 
Payments of principal and interest under this Promissory Note (hereinafter referred 
to as "Note") shall be payable as follows. 
Payment of accrued interest only from the date funds are first disbursed 
to the undersigned (the "Disbursement Date") shall be due and payable on 
the first day of November 1, 1983, and thereafter, principal and interest 
shall be payable in monthly installments beginning on December 1, 1983, 
and continuing to and including the first day of October 1, 1993, with 
the remaining balance of principal and interest then unpaid to be due and 
payable on the first day of November 1, 1993, unless the Holder has exer-
cised the optional five (5) year call to call said Mote and the entire 
principal amount then unpaid to be due and owing The undersigned hereby 
acknowledges and understands that a substantial portion of the original 
principal balance of this Note shall be unpaid at such time 
The initial monthly payment of principal and interest shall be Fourteen 
thousand six hundred forty-nine and 16/100 Dollars ($14,549.16) 
Principal payments shall be calculated on the oasis of a fifteen (15)-year 
amortization schedule and the beginning interest rate on the Disbursement 
Date. The principal portion of each monthly payment shall remain constant 
throughout the term of this loan. The interest portion of each monthly payment 
will change as per the Rate changes described herein. 
If the prescribed date of payment of any installment of principal and/or 
interest hereon is a Saturday, Sunday, or legal holiday at the location of 
the principal office of the Holder, such payment shall be due on the next 
preceding business day. 
Each monthly payment of interest and/or principal shall, when made, be credited first 
on interest then due, and the remainder on principal, and interest shall thereupon 
cease upon the principal so credited. 
If any default occurs after the Disbursement Date, and the entire principal amount 
hereof shall have become due and payable, whether by acceleration, at maturity, or 
otherwise, or if suit is filed hereon, or proceedings are had in bankruptcy, probate, 
receivership, reorganization, arrangement or other juducial proceedings for the 
establishment or collection of any amount called for hereunder, or any amount payaDie 
or to be payable hereunder is collected through any such proceedings, the Owner 
agrees to pay the Holder hereof all reasonable costs of collection including attorne\ 
fees, and the entire unpaid balance of said principal sum shall bear interest at 
twenty-one percent (21.0%) per annum, both before and after judgement, or the 
maximum rate of interest permitted to be charged under Utah law at the 
time of such default and while such default continues. 
Failure to pay any installment of principal and/or interest when due, or any de ult 
by the undersigned under the Deed of Trust with Security Agreement and Assignment of 
Rents (hereinafter referred to as "Deed of Trust") or any other legal instrument secur-
ing this Note, shall, without notice, at the option of the Holder hereof, cause all ot 
the unpaid principal of this Note, with interest, fees and charges accrued thereon, 
to become immediately due and payable. 
h *7 
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In the event that any payment of principal hereunder shall not be made within 
ten (10) days after the date due, a late charge of four cents ($.04) for each 
dollar ($1.00) so overdue may be charged by the Holder hereof for the purpose of 
defraying the expense incident to handling such delinquent payments. Such late 
charge represents the reasonable estimate of Holder and the undersigned of a 
fair average compensation for the loss that may be sustained by Holder hereof due 
to the failure of the undersigned to make timely payments. Such late charge shall 
be paid without prejudice to the right of Holder hereof to collect any other amounts 
provided to be paid or to declare a default hereunder or under the Deed of Trust. 
Further, such late charge shall be paid with respect to each and every installment 
which is not paid within ten days after the due date thereof. 
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein or in the Deed of Trust 
securing this Note, the total liability for payments in the nature of interest, 
additional interest and other charges shall not exceed the applicable limits imposed 
by the interest rate laws of the State of Utah If, any payments in the natun 
of interest, additional interest and other charges made hereunder or under the Deed 
of Trust securing this Note are held to be in excess of the applicable limits impose*. 
by the interest rate laws of the State of Utah , it is agreed that any such 
amount held to be in excess shall be considered payment of principal hereunder aad ti 
indebtedness evidenced hereby shall be reduced by such amount so that the total lia-
bility for payments in the nature of interest, additional interest and other charges 
shall not exceed the applicable limits imposed by the interest rate laws of the State 
of Utah in compliance with the desires of the undersigned and Holder. 
In the event that suit be brought hereon, or an attorney be employed or expenses be 
incurred to compel payment of this Note or any portion of the indebtedness evidenced 
hereby or to defend the priority of the Deed of Trust secured hereby or as otherwise 
provided in the Deed of Trust secured hereby, the undersigned agrees to pay all such 
expenses and attorney's fees incurred by Holder hereof as a result thereof. 
The undersigned, endorsers, guarantors and sureties of this Note, and each of them, 
hereby waive diligence, demand, presentment for payment, notice of nonpayment, pro-
test and notice of protest, notice of dishonor, bringing of suit, and diligence in 
taking of any action to collect any amounts called for hereunder and in the handling 
of properties, rights or collateral at any time existing in connection herewith, 
and specifically consent to and waive notice of any renewals or extensions of this 
Note, whether made to or in favor of the undersigned or any other person or persons. 
The pleading of any statute of limitations as a defense to any demand against the 
undersigned, endorsers, guarantors, and sureties, is expressly waived by each and 
all of said parties. 
This Note shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the Stace 
of Utah 
This loan is personal to the undersigned and, as provided for herein, is assignable. 
In making it, Holder has relied on the undersigned's credit, and interest in the 
trust property, and the financial market conditions at the time the loan is made. 
If the undersigned transfers or contracts to transfer title to or possession 
of all or part of the trust property by deed, contract of sale, lease for a term in 
excess of one year or similar agreement without the prior written consent of Holder, 
Holder may declare the entire balance of this loan immediately due and payable; 
provided, however, Holder will waive its right under the foregoing provisions of 
this paragraph if the following conditions are met: (i) the credit of the transferee 
is satisfactory to Holder; (ii) the transferee shall assume full personal liability 
for payment and performance of the Note, Deed of Trust and other security instruments 
(iii) a charge for administrative costs is paid to Holder; (iv) the interest rate 
on Holder's loan is increased by not more than three percent (3.0%), and (v) Holder 
is paid a lump sum compensation not to exceed six percent (6.0%) of the loan balance 
at the time of assumption. Any increase in the interest rate shall increase the mont 
payments correspondingly. Assumption DOES NOT release the undersigned or any success 
in interest from personal liability for payment and performance of the terms and 
conditions of the loan. 
This Note is the joint and several liability of all signators, and to that end the 
term "undersigned" shall include all signators, whether one or more. All signators 
to this Note are jointly and severally liable, and Holder of this Note shall have no 
obligation whatsoever to proceed against all makers of this Note or to proceed 
against the co-makers in any particular order. 
The terms of this Note apply to, inure to the benefit of, and bind all parties 




This Mote is secured by a certain Deed of Trust of even date herewith to American 
Savings and Loan Association, a Utah corporation, Trustee, and other legal instru-
ments. Reference is made to the Deed of Trust with respect to the rights of 
acceleration of the indebtedness evidenced by this Mote. 
Each of the undersigned hereby consents to and submits himself to the jurisdiction 
of the State of Utah and agrees that the Holder under the aforementioned Mote 
shall be entitled to a judgement and decree and enforcement by the courts of the 
State of Utah for any amount which may be adjudged to be paid to the said Holder 
by any such court of the state, including, but not limited to, attorney's fees, 
interest and reasonable costs. Further, the Secretary of State for the State of 
Utah and his successors in the office shall be the agent for service of process 
on the undersigned within the State of Utah with respect to any such suit. 
Copies of any legal process affecting the undersigned shall be forwarded to: 
Gibson Cryogenics, Inc. 
9501 West 900 South 
P.O. Box 2388 
Ogden, Utah 84404 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have executed this Note as of the date first 
written above. 
BORROWER: 
GIBSON CRYOGENICS, INC., 
a Utah corporation 
C. John Gibs^ tv* individually and as 
President ^ 
GUARANTY AGREEMENT DATED 
OCTOBER 28, 1983 
EXHIBIT A 
GUARANTY AGREEMENT 
Thii Guaranty, made thii 28th day of October, 1983, by Bonneville 
Industrie!, Inc., a Nevada corporation, ("Guarantor") and Levis £. Toung, 
individually, ("Additional Guarantor"), to and for the benefit of American 
Savings and Loan Association, a Utah corporation, ("Beneficiary"). 
WITNESSETH: 
WHEREAS, Gibson Cryogenics, Inc., a Utah corporation, with C. John 
Gibson, individually and MM President and Lewis I. Toung as Secretary/Treasurer, 
("Debtor") has/have applied to the Beneficiary for a mortgage loan in the 
amount of One Million One Hundred Thouaand and NO/100 Dollars ($1,100,000.00), 
to be evidenced by its Promissory Note, ("Note"), in that a aw tint dated th« 28th 
day of October, 1983, secured by a Deed of Trust with Security Agreement and 
Assignment of Rents, ("Deed of Trust"), bearing the same data as the Note; and 
WHEREAS, the Beneficiary is unwilling to sake laid loan unless Guarantor 
guarantees the payment of principal and interest, and any other charges pro-
vided for in the Note, Deed of Trust and any other document or instrument 
securing the Note, and the performance by the Debtor of all the covenants 
on its part to be performed and observed pursuant to the provisions thereof; 
and 
WHEREAS, Guarantor desires to give such guaranty to Beneficiary in 
order to induce Beneficiary to sake said loan; 
NOW, THERET0RE, in consideration of the aforesaid premises, for the 
purpose of inducing Beneficiary to sake the aforementioned mortgage loan 
to Debtor, and other good and valuable consideration, Guarantor hereby; 
1. Unconditionally and absolutely guarantees the due and punctual 
payment of the principal of the Note, the interest thereon and any other 
monies due or which aay become due thereon, and the due and punctual per* 
fornance and observance by the Debtor of all the other terns, covenants snd 
conditions of the Note, Deed of Trust and any other document or instrument 
securing the Note, whether according to the present terms thereof, at an 
earlier or accelerated date or dates as provided therein, or pursuant to 
any extension of time or to sny change or changes in the terms, covenants, 
and conditions thereof now or st any time hereafter made or granted. 
2. Waives diligence, presentment, protest, notice of dishonor, demand 
for payment, extension of time of payment, notice of acceptance of this 
Guaranty, nonpayment at maturity and indulgences snd notices of every kind, 
and consents to any and all forbearances and extensions of the time of pay-
ment of the Note, Deed of Trust or any other document or instrument securing 
the Note, and to any and all changes in the terms, covenants and conditions 
thereof hereafter m*de or granted and to any and all substitutions, exchanges 
or releases of all or any part of the collateral therefore; it being the 
intention hereof that Guarantor shall remain liable as prlncipsl until the 
full amount of the principal of the Note, Deed of Truat and any other document 
or instrument securing the Note, with interest and any other sums due or to 
become due thereon, shall have been fully paid and the terms, covenants snd 
conditions shall have been fully performed and observed by Debtor, notwith-
standing any act, omission or thing which might otherwise operate as a legal 
discharge of the Guarantor. 
3. Agrees that he shall have no right of subrogation whatsoever with 
respect to the aforesaid indebtedness, or to any monies due and unpaid thereon 
or any collateral securing the same; unless and until Beneficiary shall have 
received payment in full of all sums st any time secured by the D^td of Trust 
or any other document or instrument securing the Note. 
4. Agrees that thia Guaranty may be enforced by Beneficiary without 
first resorting to or exhausting any other security or collateral or without 
first having recourse to the Note or any of the property covered by the Deed 
of Trust or other document or instrument securing the Note through foreclosure 
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proceeding!, trustee's sale or otherwise; provided, however, that nothing 
herein contained shall prevent Beneficiary from suing on the Note or fore-
cloaing upon or initiating a trustee's sale under the Deed of Trust or other 
document or instnuient securing the Note or fro* exercising any other rights 
thereunder; and, if such foreclosure, sale or other remedy ia availed of 
only the net proceeds therefrom, after deduction of all charges and expenses 
of every kind and nature whatsoever, shall be applied in reduction of the amount 
due on the Note, Deed of Trust and any other document or instrument securing 
the Note, and Beneficiary shall not be required to prosecute or institute pro-
ceedings to recover any deficiency at a condition of payment hereunder or en-
dorsement hereof. At any sale of the security or collateral for the indebted-
ness or any part thereof, whether by foreclosure or otherwise, Beneficiary 
may at its discretion purchase all or any part of such collateral so sold 
or offered for sale for its own account and aay apply against the aaount 
bid therefor the balance due it pursuant to the terns of the Note or D^t4 
of Trust or any other document or instrument securing the Note. 
5. Agrees thst in the event this Guarsnty is placed in the hands of 
an attorney for enforcement, the Guarantor will reiaburse the Beneficiary 
for all expenses incurred, including reasonable attorney's fees, with or 
without litigation having been filed, and if filed, including any attorney's 
fees in any trial or appellate court. 
6. Agrees that this Gusranty shall inure to the benefit of and aay be 
enforced by Beneficiary, and any subsequent holder and/or Beneficiary of the 
Note and Deed of Trust and any other docuaent or instrument securing the Note 
and shall be binding upon and enforceable against the Guarantor and the 
Guarantor's legal representatives, heirs„ successors or assigns. 
7. Agrees that the indebtedness of Debtor to Beneficiary, covered 
by this Guaranty shall be and the same hereby is declared to be prior to 
any ciaia that Guarantor aay now have or hereafter acquire against Debtor, 
whether or not Debtor becomes insolvent, and Guarantor shall and does expressly 
subordinate any such claim Guarantor aay have against Debtor, upon any account 
whatsoever, to any claia that Beneficiary has against Debtor based upon the 
indebtedness covered by this Guaranty. In the event of insolvency and conse-
quent liquidation of the assets of Debtor, through bankruptcy, by an assignment 
for the benefit of creditors, by voluntary liquidation, or otherwise, the assets 
of Debtor applicable to the payment of the clalas of both Beneficiary and 
Guarantor shall be paid to Beneficiary and shall be first applied by Bene-
ficiary to all claims which it aay have or acquire against Debtor or any 
assignee or trustee in bankruptcy of Debtor; provided that such assignment 
shall be effective only for the purpose of assuring the Beneficiary full 
payment of all indebtedness of Debtor to Beneficiary covered by this Guaranty. 
8. Agrees that assignment by Beneficiary of ail or part of the indebt-
edness covered by this Guaranty shall transfer to the assignee ail benefits 
of this Guaranty as to the portion of such indebtedness assigned. This Guarsnty 
shall remain in effect in favor of the Beneficiary as to the portion of such 
indebtedness not assigned. Guarantor further agrees that if payment is made 
by Debtor on the debt guaranteed hereby and thereafter Beneficiary is forced 
to remit the aaount of that payment to the Debtor trustee in bankruptcy or 
similar person under any federal or state bankruptcy law or law for the re-
lief of debtor, the Debtor debt shall be considered unpaid for the purpose 
of enforcement of this Guaranty. 
9. Agrees that notice by Beneficiary of the acceptance of this 
Guaranty is hereby waived, and that this Guaranty aay be assigned to any 
holder of the Note, Deed of Trust and any other document or instrument 
securing the Note. 
10. Agrees that no act or omission of any kind by Beneficiary shall 
affect or impair this Guaranty, and Beneficiary shall have no duties to the 
Guarantor. 
11. Agrees that their obligations hereunder shall be absolute and 
primary and shall be complete and binding upon this Guaranty being executed 
by it and subject to no conditions precedent or otherwise. 
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12. Agrees that the tens of this Guaranty say not be changed or 
modified in any way except by a writing executed by the holder or Bene-
ficiary of the Note, Deed of Trust, and any other document or instrument 
securing the Mote. 
13. Agrees that this Guaranty shall be specifically enforceable by 
the holder or Beneficiary of the Mote, Deed of Trust snd sny other document 
or instrument securing the Mote, in the event of s sale or transfer of the 
' collateral covered by the Deed of Trust or other document or instrument se-
curing the Mote, or sny part of mch collateral, which sale is sn event of 
default under the Deed of Trust or other document or instrument securing 
the Mote, even though such holder does not accelerate, in whole or in part, 
the indebtedness so secured, and even though there la no right in such holder 
to accelerate the mdebtedneas so secured, in whole or in psrt. 
14. Agrees this Guaranty contains the full agreement of the Guarantor 
and is oot subject to sny oral conditions. 
15. Agrees that the obligations hereunder shall be continuing and irre-
vocable until said nortgage loan snd all charges provided for in the Mote, 
Deed of Trust or other document or instrument securing the Mote have been 
completely satisfied and paid in full. 
Each of the undersigned Guarantor and Additional Guarantor hereby consents 
to and submits himself to the jurisdiction of the State of Utah and sgrees 
that the Beneficiary under the aforementioned Mote shall be entitled to a 
judgement and decree and enforcement by the courts of the State of Utah for 
any amount which isay be sdjudged to be paid to the Beneficiary by any such 
court of the state, including, but not limited to, attorney's feet, interest 
and reasonsbie costs. Further, the Secretary of State for the Statt of Utah 
and his successors in the office shall be the sgent for service of process 
on the undersigned Guarantor and Additional Guarantor within the State of Utah 
with respect to any such suit. 
Copies of any legal process sffectlng the undersigned shall be forwarded to: 
Bonneville Industries, Inc. Levis 2. Young 
2893 Sunrise Boulevard c/o Gibson Cryogenics, Inc. 
Suite #212 9501 West 900 South, P.O. Box 2381 
Rancho Cordova, California 95670 Ogden, Utah 
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary written above, the undersigned 
Additional Guarantor hereby unconditionally and absolutely guarantees the 
performance of Bonneville Industries, Inc., s Mevsda corporation, according 
to and upon the same terms MM contained in this Guaranty Agreement. It is 
specifically understood by sll parties to this agreement thst Guarantor 
guarantees said performance of Debtor and the Additional Guarantor guarantees 
the performance of Guarantor only. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Guarantor and Additional Guarantor have executed this 
instrument the day and year first shove mentioned. 
GUARANTOR: 
BONNEVILLE INDUSTRIES, INC., 
s Nevada corporation 
-t"^*^ % y \Viusrkrv.— 
Cary l.Ao\xo^t Prescient S Cristy Ley Yortng, SeSetr£?y Q 
ADDITIONAL GUARANTOR: 
LOAN COMMITMENT DATED 
OCTOBER 3, 1983 
77 W*st Second South 
P 0 Boa 4500 




October 3, 1983 
Gibson Cryogenics, Inc. 
9501 West 900 South 
P.O. Box 2388 
Ogden, UT 84404 
LOAN COMMITMENT 
Gentlemen: 
American Savings and Loan Association, a Utah corporation, (hereinafter "Lender"), 
is pleased to advise you that based upon your application to our Salt Lake Office 
and the general plan and information as indicated therein, we hereby agree and 
commit to make said loan which shall be subject to the conditions set forth herein. 
Said application is deemed amended to conform to this Loan Commitment (hereinafter 
"Commitment11). 
This Commitment and the loan which may result therefrom are to be governed by the 
laws of the State of Utah. 
BORROWER: 
Gibson Cryogenics, Inc., a Utah corporation and John C. Gibson, individually. 
GUARANTORS: 





Each corporate borrower and guarantor shall furnish to Lender prior to the closing 
of the loan provided herein such certificates, resolutions and other documentation 
evidencing the authority of each corporate borrower and guarantor to execute the 
loan documents and consummate the loan as Lender may reasonably require. Specifi-
cally, each corporate borrower shall furnish a certificate of good standing and a 
corporate resolution authorizing the borrowing and guaranteeing of the funds provided 
for herein. As used in this section, the term "closing" shall refer to the process 
up to and including the day on which the documents have been executed and recorded. 
PURPOSE OF THE LOAN: 
The proceeds of this loan shall be used to provide long-term financing on the real 
property hereinafter defined. The loan proceeds up to the maximum Commitment amount 
shall be used to pay off any current indebtedness against the property including 
certain sums owed First Security Bank and Bonneville Industries, Inc. 
LOAN AMOUNT: 
The loan amount shall be up to One Million One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($1,100,000.OC 
Said amount shall not exceed 60% of the appraised value of the subject property. 
INTEREST RATE: 
The rate of interest shall be a three (3) point float over prime as established 
by Chemical Bank of New York from time to time in effect, calculated and applied on 
the basis of a 360-day year, increases or decreases in such prime commerical rate 
of interest being effective concurrently with the effective date of each said 
change by said Chemical Bank. 
LOAN COMMITMENT FEE: 
In consideration for Lender's issuing this Commitment and holding itself willing 
and ready to make the loan on the conditions and within the time herein stated, and 
in further consideration of the substantial expenses thereof which Lender as perspec-
tive mortgagee has been required to incur in preparation for the closing of this 
transaction, Borrower's acceptance hereof shall constitute its unconditional 
obligation to pay Lender a non-refundable cash commitment fee of one percent of the 
principal loan amount or $11,000 and a loan fee equal to one and one-half percent 
(1.5%) of the principal loan amount, or $16,500.00. The Commitment fee shall be 
due and payable upon acceptance of this Commitment and the loan fee shall be due 
and payable at the time of the loan .closing. 
LOAN TERM AND PAYMENT OF PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST: The loan term shall be approxi-
mately ten years (10) from date of closing or until November 1, 1993, whichever 
first occurs. Payment shall be made monthly during the term of the permanent 
loan for both principal and interest. Principal payments shall be calculated on 
the basis of a fifteen (15) year amortization schedule and the rate of interest 
under the Note at the time of closing. The principal portion of each monthly 
payment shall remain constant throughout the term of the loan. Only the interest 
portion of each monthly payment will change as the prime rate changes. Any 
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remaining principal balance and interest shall be due and payable on or before 
November 1, 1993- There will be a five year call for interest rate review by 
American Savings. 
SECURITY: 
1. NOTE: The loan shall be evidenced by a Promissory Note, (hereinafter "Note") 
in the face amount of the loan executed by the Borrower and guaranteed by the 
guarantors, and shall provide for interest and repayment as stated above. 
As security for repayment of said Note, Borrower shall execute such documents 
as provided for in the following subparagraphs. 
a. Deed of Trust With Security Agreement and Assignment of Rents: Repayment 
of the Note shall be secured by a Deed of Trust with Security Agreement 
and Assignment of Rents (hereinafter "Deed of Trust") as specified by 
Lender which shall constitute a first lien, insurable with no exceptions 
except those specifically approved in writing by Lender, on the market-
able fee simple estate of the real property legally described in attached 
Exhibit "A", and all improvements which are to be constructed thereon, as 
described herein. Incorporated in the Deed of Trust will be a Security 
Agreement which shall convey to Lender a security interest in all equip-
ment, fixtures, and all furnishings located or to be located on or about 
the subject property described in said agreement. Said Security Agreement 
shall cover all additions and replacements of the aforesaid property and 
shall be perfected under the Utah Uniform Commercial Code with the 
necessary UCC Financing Statements executed by Borrower. 
b. Assignment of Leases: The Borrower shall execute as additional security 
an assignment of any and all rents, leases and contract payments with 
respect to the subject real property described in Exhibit "A", all 
improvements thereon and personal property specified herein. Said assign-
ment shall be the same priority lien as that of the Deed of Trust. 
c. UCC-1 Financing Statements. 
d. Guaranty Agreement: Bonneville Industries, Inc. shall execute a 
guarantee agreement thereby assuring the performance of the borrowers 
to pay the Promissory Note. Lewis E. Young shall execute a guarantee 
agreement which shall guarantee the performance of Bonneville Industries, 
Inc. 
ADDITIONAL REQUISgOTS: 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS: 
This Commitment is subject to the following terms and conditions, each and al l of 
which are considered material and to which Borrower agrees: 
1. Appraisal: An appraisal report has been submitted to Lender that estab-
l i shes a value of the proposed subject property so that the loan amount is 
equal to or less than sixty percent (60*) of the appraised value. 
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The information and depth of study contained therein i s , in substance, 
general ly acceptable to Lender. However, Lender does reserve the right to 
request additional appraisal work completed at Borrower's expense should 
i t deem i t necessary and appropriate. 
2 . Documents and Sat is fact ion of Requirements: The form and substance of a l l docu-
ments, insurance p o l i c i e s and the sa t i s fac t ion and timing of any and a l l require-
ments herein shal l be in a l l respects sat i s factory to Borrower and Lender. 
3 . T i t l e Insurance: The Borrower shall provide an ALTA form mortgagee's Policy 
of T i t l e Insurance from a t i t l e company sat i s fac tory to Lender showing t i t l e 
vested in Borrower and insuring Lender's Deed of Trust as a f i r s t l ien against 
the real es tate described in Exhibit "A" to the f u l l amount of the loan issued 
hereunder. The Policy shall contain only those exceptions speci f ical ly acknowl-
edged and approved by Lender in i t s written instruct ions to the t i t l e company. 
CLTA Endorsements 100 & 116 are to be provided for the Policy. 
4. L i t i g a t i o n : Borrower wi l l promptly furnish Lender a written notice in the event 
of any l i t i g a t i o n affect ing Borrower, or the properties taken as security herein. 
5 . Insurance: Prior to c los ing, Borrower shal l furnish to Lender at Borrower's 
expense, and issued by a company selected by Borrower, and accepted by Lender 
with premiums thereon fu l ly prepaid for at l eas t a six-month period, the 
fo l lowing insurance: 
a. Hazard risk insurance insuring against a l l r isks of physical loss of the 
bu i ld ings , improvements, furnishings, f i x tures , machinery and equipment 
located on the subject project in amount equal to the greater of the loan 
amount or. for 100% of the fu l l replacement value of such items from an 
insurance company acceptable to the Borrower and Lender. Said insurance 
p o l i c y shal l name Lender as loss payee under lenders' loss payable 
endorsement //38BFU. 
b . Borrowers' l i a b i l i t y insurance pol icy from an insurance carrier acceptable 
to the Borrower and Lender in an amount acceptable to Lender. 
c. In the event that the secured property herein i s located in a special flood 
hazard area, as designated by the Department of Housing and Urban 
Development, the Borrower shal l provide Lender, at Borrower1 s expense, a 
f lood insurance pol icy as required by the Flood Protection Act of 1973, 
with premiums thereon ful ly prepaid. In any event, prior to closing, 
Borrower sha l l provide Lender with a statement from the appraiser or 
insurance agent confirming whether or not the subject property i s in 
the special flood hazard area. 
Each of the aforesaid po l i c i e s shal l contain a standard mortgagee's clause 
in favor of Lender providing for th ir ty (30) days' written notice to Lender 
of any cance l lat ion . 
6. Costs and Fees: The Borrower's acceptance hereof const i tutes agreement to pay 
a i l customary and reasonable costs , fees and expenses incurred in connection 
with t h i s Commitment and the subject loan, including, but not limited to, t i t l e 
insurance, attorneys' fees , costs of recording, documentarv stanros and other 
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by additional construction procedures required by Lender, reconveyance fees and 
costs and all such direct or out-of-pocket expenses incurred in connection here-
with by Lender. 
Hold Harmless: The Borrower shall defend, indemnify, and hold Lender harmless 
against and from any and all claims of any nature arising from this loan trans-
action and/or the properties taken as security herein. 
Assignment of Proceeds: Neither this Commitment nor the loan proceeds shall be 
assignable without Lender's prior written consent, and without such consent 
there shall be no right to designate a payee of such loan proceeds. Such con-
sent of Lender shall be conditioned solely upon receipt of evidence satisfactory 
to the Lender that the purchaser or transferee of the property has assumed in 
writing and in full the Borrower's duties and obligations under the Loan Docu-
ments. Further, in the event of bankruptcy or insolvency of Borrower, or any 
one of the persons constituting the Borrower, whether voluntary or involuntary, 
or the commencement of proceedings under the Federal Bankruptcy Act by or 
involving the Borrower, or any one of the persons constituting the Borrower, 
this Commitment shall immediately terminate and, Lender at its option, may 
declare the loan hereunder, together with all the outstanding principal 
balance and accrued interest, to be immediately due and payable. 
Liens: The Borrower shall not permit any liens to exist on the real property or 
the improvements thereon except for the lien and security interest of the 
Lender's Deed of Trust. 
Assumption: The property subject hereto will not be further encumbered, 
sold, transferred or otherwise alienated without the prior written approval of 
Lender. Such-consent of Lender shall be conditioned solely upon credit under-
writing restrictions and subject to the following requirements: (i) the credit 
of the third party is satisfactory to Lender; (ii) the third party shall assume 
full personal liability for payment and performance of the Note, Deed of Trust 
and other security instruments; (iii) a charge for administrative costs is paid 
to Lender; (iv) the interest rate on the loan is increased by not more than three 
percent (3.0%); (v) Lender is paid a lump sum compensation not to exceed six 
percent (6.0%) of the loan balance at the time of assumption. Any increase in 
the interest rate shall entitle Lender to increase the monthly payments accord-
ingly; and (vi) an Assumption would not release the Borrower from personal lia-
bility for payment and performance of the terms and conditions of the loan as 
outlined herein. 
Opinion of Borrower's Counsel: Borrower shall supply a written opinion from 
its counsel in form and content satisfactory to Lender stating that (a) Borrower 
is a Utah corporation and Guarantor is a Nevada corporation and are authorized 
to do business in the State of Utah; (b) Borrower and Guarantor have full 
authority and legal right to carry out the terms of the Commitment and any 
documentation required herein to be executed; (c) the Loan, as made pursuant 
to the terms hereof, is not usurious; (d) Borrower and Guarantor have taken 
all action to authorize the execution and delivery of the Commitment and any 
documents required to be executed in connection with the Loan;-(e) Borrower and 
Guarantor have complied with all federal and state securities laws, if applicable; 
(f) the documents contemnlated by this Commitment when executed, will constitute 
1.--.J---
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agreements contravene or shall contravene Borrower's articles of incorporation 
and Bylaws, or articles of partnership, as appropriate, or the provisions of 
this Commitment, or the provisions of any contract or agreement to which 
Borrower or Guarantor is a party or by which it is bound; and (h) any other 
opinion as may be required by Lender's counsel. 
12. Oral Representation: This Commitment constitutes the sole agreement between 
the parties and there are and will be no oral representations which will 
be binding upon any of the parties hereto. Failure to execute or defective 
execution by any Borrower, or any other party, shall not affect the validity 
of this Commitment as to any other Borrower, or other party executing the same, 
and each such other Borrower, and other party shall remain fully bound and 
liable hereunder. 
13. Severability: This Commitment represents the entire agreement between the 
parties hereto and may not be changed unless in writing by both parties. In the 
event that any portion of this Commitment is declared invalid or ineffective, it 
shall not affect the validity and enforceability of the remainder hereof. 
14. Closing: This loan will be closed and disbursements commenced on or before the 
close of Lender's business day on October 27, 1983 unless extended in writing 
by Lender. This Commitment will become null and void if not so closed. The 
term "closing" shall mean in this section that all exhibits shall be submitted tc 
and approved by Lender. 
15. Acceptance. It is a condition of this Commitment, that the Borrower accept this 
Commitment in writing by signing the original and one duplicate and returning 
the accepted letters to Lender's office along with the one (1%) percent Commitmei 
fee prior to the close of its business day on October 12, 1983. By acceptance 
of this Commitment Letter, the Borrower warrants that the purpose of the loan 
transaction referred to herein is exclusively for business or commercial purpose. 
In the event this Commitment is not so accepted within said time, it shall 
terminate. Time is hereby deemed of this essence to this Commitment and all 
obligations hereof. 
Very truly yours, 
AMERICAN SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION, 
a Utah corporation 
By -J/''<?SS'.LCI\ /<t+'k^4*?^ 
Shauna' S. Walton, Vice President 
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BORROWER AND GUARANTOR: 
The undersigned has read the foregoing Commitaent Letter with a l l attachments thereto 
and agrees , acknowledges, understands and accepts the terms and conditions thereof, 
th is j p day of d=XL\ 1 9 ^ 3 
Gibson Cryogenics, Inc 
Bonneville Industries, Inc-
By Q.K-
(office>>'0 O ^ ^ ^
V 1 V ^ 
Lewis £ . Y o u n ^ ^ 
~ 5 ^ 
AMERICAN SAVINGS 
& LOAN ASSOCIATES 
MASTER NOTE DATED 
AUGUST 12, 1986 
rit PSOn •yocer lie. 
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CATS 
AMERICAN SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION 
MASTER NOTE 
POR VALUE RECEIVED, the undersigned, hereinafter referred »o as Borrower . pror-ises to cav ro :*e 
order Q( AMERICAN SAVINGS d LOAN ASSOCIATION .a utan corporation!, {hereinafter referred fo as ~->e 
Association}. 77 West 200 Soutn. Sail Lake C.ty. Utah 3410'. ON DEMANO. or .f no demand '-s -nade >n*n 
nn " eb rua rv 11 ; 9 _ l L _ . the sum of 
'•Five hundred r wO'jsa~d 3- W1- Dollars. S^ 
or sucn other amount inert outstanding on this note, together *itn accrued cut unoaid interest 3cr^wor 
further agrees to r «duce : * e o u : 5 : a " d i h q p r i n c i p a l c a l a n c * r / - a < ' > g c u a r ^ r ' , 
p r i n c i p a l r e d u c t i o n s of 3 3 . 2 0 b e r j i n n i r a Nove^osr P . 1 r 3 o . ! - : 3 r e s : '? 
:o be pa id -non en I v b e o i n n i n g Septemder M , i ? * 5 . 
INTEREST AH payments snail be acoueo *,fst to -merest and remainder snail be aootied to princoai. r *e -nca--* 
principal oaiance of this note sr*a»i Dear interest until paic n *ui* icomouted on actual davs e-acsec: a* 
either (i) an annual rate eouai *o N * percent; _ _ _ l i _ _ _ . _.. ' :' 
t2) the Base interest Rate plus : -_ *~~ ^ " ^ ^ L a r - . t ' ^ percent _1^*1 
As used herein, the term Base merest qate ^ears tne nigna^t prme rate aucted bv 'r*e vvan Street ,CL.'~*-
as changed from time to nme ~ve merest -ate jn *nis r*cte man oe changed on ?re day a new prime 'a'-? 
is published by the Wan Street .our.-ai <n no event, "cwe^er 5r.au ,He rate ot -merest charged on 'ne "c*-? 
oe less than ^ . . percent • **A :. per annum or mgner :nan 1 A 
percent ( ' >. :er ann.jm The Association sraii oe under no obi-gat-cn to notify 9crr-.v-
of any change -n the prime -3:° : . ; -^av corrpute :~e -'e'es: :ue ana payable on eacn nstatimem : -
hereunder on the rate m e'fec " t ^ :•«"» f r :.me *ne peg;-.r - ; merest rate snail oe - " '•> -*"*--- - -
percent ( 1 - • • 5 ,,
 : e f annum. 
REVOLVING NOTE This note is a revolving ^cte ?<ce-c:-g a revewmg »r*o 
may oe advanced from t'me *c ' ~~e ma;i ""Ct e<ceeo 
The obligation ot the Assoc.a\ or ;p - a n * ac-.a-ces : . 
upon 8orrower Demg m Jul compliance *.r" •-* •-'•-•? 
document evidencing or secumg -ris -c-te A.- .w;a'-?.: 
Association with each draw -ecuest 
he total -.rpaia pmc-pal amourt -~r 
~ ~'
m
~^^- ^ - ^ •
/ < : : 3c= ar-
*-s * r ? s "^c.ect *o arc "cnditc"-
•* "e w-a^ -o're^er't arc an* ;:* 
is«? •-'• ••«:ate sraii re delivered *- • 
DEFAULT ••- - . :er :• -**is ~cte. -a><e a.i >•-' 
":««,•. ~".:".;? :' ^e'avt. 2^ese',trre•*, 
- .
?
-^r -'t.ces pr aemancs ot arv -
•""en s."3'i '^^ain -jneured for a :-" 
The occurrence of any of the 'oncwmg eveo*> *,."a J' " 
of interest and principal of :*»s -cte n-r-ediate r :-e a- : : a . ; 
demand for payment, protest z< ^t-.ce :f ^c'ca^^er" : f : c ' 
or character 
A. Default in the payment H^en
 3 u e 0f 3 r v -^ ra i^-c" • 
B. Nonpayment by Sorrower :> anv peot *ner : * *'••;- -
of ten (10) days: 
C- Oeath. insolvency, pommiss-or. -j an act pr o a ^ ^ p t c . ;-*e'd. asstgnr^eni ?cr the oeneM of creo^" 
filing of any petition m panKr-^ptcv -r *or rei»ef -rder ""e ^r^vts'ors or 'he "anonai cankruptcy :*•:•= 
or any other provisions 'J "e ^at'Orai parn'-ctcy zzce .' a". :^ o#> provi«;cns pf aw or :aws *p' " 
relief ot or relating to sector pt. oy or against 3crrcA^r y any 3crrcAer. surety or guarantor r • 
moeoteoness evidenced by this ^ote. p' anv endorser :? - 5 -cte; 
0. Aooomtment of a receiver 0' trustee to take possession z' s^v ^rppe^y of Borrower or any 3or"-.-. 
surety or guarantor of the ^deotedness eviaenced oy this "cte. y anv endorser ot tnis note. 
E. Attachment of an mvoiunar, --en :r ens. pf arv XIPG -v T^aracter '0 assets or property of BorrpA-
or any Borrower, surety or ;^arantor pt >he -nceDtecracs -jvice^ceo ov tms note, or any enacne' 
this note; 
f Oefauit under the terms ar.o jpncitions of :ne *e'm S^s-^ess upan Agreement, the Rules and =ec 
tions of the Association or any otner document evtdenc.^g :ns oan: 
G- A reduction by more than •n Borrower s oor'-
base. The borrowing oase s^a.i oe ^ staoiisneo by the r*:' ' -^:ng pase certificate suooiieo oy 3cr*^ •• •• 
uocn evwutinn of this nee 
H Any saie or transfer of a corvoiting merest .n :re oorrc*.rg entity; 
I Oefauit by Sorrower unaer 're *erms and conoit.cr.s of any ptner note, deed of trust or other agree""-* • 
with the Association; 






m the case that default be made m \rte payment of an^ pf sa«d nstaiiments of principal or -meres: as ~-i. 
are due Hereunder then any amounts so due snail at me oot-cn of the noioer hereof oear interest at " a 
rate of 3ase race +• s i x percent ( 2 ' >^i per annum 
The Rules and Regulations of the Association are 'ncorporated by reference m this Master Note as ?nougn 
set forth m their entirety. 
^ j j xH I i lT 
SET-OFF in the -vent of any default enumerated aoove. the Association sraii '•ave • * • -grr to se'^'f agams: 






The undersigned agree that this Master Note snail ce rtercreted - ac: : r -3rce *••-< .*ar a A 
consent to the jurisdiction and venue of Utah courts for anv i.'igat-cn 'e (ar<^ •- -*is Maste' Note 
T>e undersigned agree to inform the Association of any ^ater«ai r rarge .n ^otr «^a"cai :c" ' : i , , c r 3 
oromctiy sucpiy any and an information reasonaoiy 'eouired oy the Assccanon or ts :cunse( 
REMEDIES in »he event o< Borrowers default. m#. Association shan Kave n adC:ncn •} ,Ke • ;nt to se'^ ;* •"•? • 
declare the entire unoaid oaiance of principal and .nte'est to ce •mmediateiy - - e arc cavac e •-» - ;~ 
»aKe oossession of and sen any collateral securing this ccngat«on -n accincn *o an r.grts a n '<?"**• 
orov»ded Dy law. 
COLLECTION it Sorrower defaults m performance 2' ts ooligations contained nere«n or n T.O "e ,rri 3-wS'res3 - : a " - : 
COSTS "rent or :n the Rules and Regulations Sorrower agrees 'c cav as adO"onai s.ms ' e a s ^ a c 3 a " " - -
fees. court costs and any e*oe rses ncurred ay the Assoc at on n contunct.cn **•* :c"ect ~~ c *'••-•• 
this note, whether or not ntigaticn is commerced 
OTHER TERMS A Should any term or :c~-3,; en o» 'h'S Master Note ce -z^r~ *o ce -nvano zr .-*' aac - -•» ~ -
ng terms and coroners snan 'e^ain n 'yii 'ore* and e'fect 
B Tne 'oan evidenced oy ,H'S Master Note *as ~av:e - :arr *o 5 c r " : * v case": :n ts ,n.que JC. 
»»oer»ence and credit*onniress 
C *^'S Master Note 'S ^ct an e<ecu:cr/ contract * - t - n ~e ~ean"*g z' '"o 3ar«* . : * : , 3:ce 
0 7re jrcersigred .cmt.y arc seve'ai.v /»a.<e cresenr^e"? 'or oayment cote"?? notice of crcter 
notice of nonpayment z* 'h-s "•ore 
COMAKERS 
SECURITY 
The elongation of ail sigre-s 0' ""s ~cte. as corro^e'S s c " ano several 
Tms ccngation is-
Unsecured 
xx Secured ov """-St Zee': 
*_? Secured oy Security Agreement 





^e'scnai *J? 3us.r*ess 
Tno undersigned represent and *arfar-T *-at •- s ::• - *> 
ccard of directors, if a corporate cci'gat'cn zr z. i - — 
• •. *' a -esc -" :" 




Mailing Address 3531 West ?00 SouCh 
G g d e n , U t a h $UUQk 
J C r « v . * ' 3 S O r WOu-CLAv..' 4 3 S « S C M A W 
Sorrower agrees to notify the Association immediately of a^v 
change of address 
• •w-AWta< i p e a s e 
PLAINTIFF'S ANSWERS TO 
INTERROGATORIES AND ATTACHED 
ACCOUNTING 
ZXHiBIT B 
Ted Boyer (Bar No. 0413) 
CLYDE, PRATT & SNOW 
A Professional Corporation 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
200 American Savings Plaza 
77 West 200 South 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
Telephone: (801) 322-2516 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
AMERICAN SAVINGS & LOAN : 
ASSOCIATION, a Federal 
Association, : ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES 
Plaintiff, : 
Civil No. 890902635 
-vs- : 
Judge: Kenneth Rigtrup 
C. JOHN GIBSON, LEWIS E. : 
YOUNG and BONNEVILLE 
INDUSTRIES, INC., a Nevada : 
corporation, 
Defendants. 
Plaintiff answers Defendant Bonneville Industries, Inc.fs 
Interrogatories as follows: 
INTERROGATORY NO. 1: If you deny any of Defendant's Request 
for Admissions, set forth in complete and specific detail all of 
the facts, reasons and circumstances allegedly justifying or 
otherwise supporting your denial. 
ANSWER: Request No. 1 was denied because the continu-
ing guaranty was a separate agreement and additional consideration 
for the loan made by American. 
Request No. 3 was denied because an order granting 
relief from the stay was obtained on March 16, 19899 from the 
Bankruptcy Court prior to the foreclosure of the real property. 
Request No. 4 was denied because Defendant Bonneville 
Industries, Inc. never made an offer to purchase the deed of 
trust and promissory note in question. 
Request No. 5 was denied because no loan commitment was 
attached. However, Plaintiff did admit that it or its agent did 
prepare a loan commitment. 
Request No. 7 was denied because Plaintiff's agents 
made no such representation to agents of Defendant Bonneville 
Industries, Inc. 
Request No. 8 was denied because no such indication was 
given by Plaintiff or Plaintifffs agents. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 2; If you deny any of Defendant's Request 
for Admissions, identify any documents allegedly supporting your 
denials. 
ANSWER: Copies of all documents relating to this actio 
have been provided herewith. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 3: Provide an accounting of all funds 
received by Plaintiff from C. John Gibson and Gibson Cryogenics, 
Inc. from October 28, 1983 through the present and show how said 
funds have been applied. 
ANSWER; Attached hereto is a summary of all funds 
received by American from C. John Gibson and Gibson Cryogenics, 
ITVC. from October 28, 1983 to the ptesetit, together vtth. the 
application of said funds. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 4: State the date that Plaintiff fore-
closed upon the real property belonging to Gibson Cryogenics, 
Inc. and as utilized as security for the promissory note of 
October 28, 1983. 
ANSWER; The date of foreclosure sale was August 8, 
1988. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 5: Provide a detailed explanation of how 
Plaintiff proceeded with a sale of the real property as indicated 
on the deed of trust dated October 28, 1983 and in connection 
therewith, provide the following: 
a. The individual handling the sale of said real 
property. 
b. Describe how a release from the automatic stay in 
the Gibson Cryogenics, Inc- bankruptcy was obtained. 
c. State the individuals or entities receiving notice 
of said sale and how notice was tendered. 
d. State the name of the individual or entity acquir-
ing said real property. 
e. State how Plaintiff arrived at the fair market 
value of the real property in question at the time of foreclosure 
f. Provide an accounting of all funds received as a 
result of the foreclosure sale showing how they were applied 
against the promissory note of October 28, 1983. 
DE. PRATT 
S N O W 
IONAL C0*»O*AT10N 







ANSWER: a. The foreclosure sale of the real property 
was handled by the law firm of Tibbals, Howell & Moxley, 257 East 
200 South, Suite 850, Salt Lake City, Utah 84111. 
b. American's motion for stay lift was heard by Judge 
Boulden on March 10, 1988 and the Amended Order Lifting Automatic 
Stay was signed March 16, 1988. 
c. Notice of the sale was mailed, postage prepaid, to 
the following: Gibson Cryogenics, c/o of Roger Segal, Esq.; 
Gibson Cryogenics, P.O. Box 2388, Ogden, Utah 84401; Lewis E. 
Young, 195 South Sierra Street, No. 308, Reno, Nevada; Lewis E. 
Young, 113 West Liberty Street, Reno, Nevada; C. John Gibson, 
1954 Valley Rim Drive, El Cajon, California; Bonneville Industries 
Inc., 2893 Sunrise Boulevard, Suite 212, Rancho Cordova, 
California; Bonneville Billing & Collections, c/o Steven M. 
Kaufmann, Esq., 205 26th Street, No. 34f Ogden, Utah; Met-Chem 
Testing Laboratories, c/o Paul D. Veasy, Esq., 50 West Broadway, 
4th Floor, Salt Lake City, Utah 84101; Utah State Tax Commission, 
P.O. Box 4000, Salt Lake City, Utah; Puroflow Corporation, 
c/o Paul N. Cotro-Manes, 311 South State, Suite 280, Salt Lake 
City, Utah 84111; Utah State Industrial Commission, 1234 South 
Main, P.O. Box 11750, Salt Lake City, Utah; Fraisers Boiler 
Service, P.O. Box 13186, 1746 Newton Avenue, San Diego, 
California; Internal Revenue Service, Chief Special Procedures, 
465 South 400 East, Salt Lake City, Utah; United States Welding, 
999 South Redwood Road, Salt Lake City, Utah. Notice of sale was 
-4-
ell I  ,i I 1 
26, I >;as additionally posted on the p:ope:t -^ n :. 
three piililn pi .HI in the Weber "' Mini " nr a 
d , (In1 leal property was purchased by credit tui ny 
American Savings h Loan Association, 
€ , I 1 1 1 ' I I I  I  111) II I  I ( I II II 111 I i i I I  III I l 1 I p I I I p i 
q u e s t i o n w a s v a l u e d at I he Lime ul l o r e c l o s u r e by a p p r a i s a l 
u p d a t e d a t e d J u l y I"7 1988 p r e p a r e d by finnanl 1 Oweiibf *i.«.I., 
S V . f l'1 1 i I ' ih 1 i In i I mi i in i .ilieil In r ew m I In • 
f frunds w e r e r e c e i v e d a s .. i i» * 11 o f t h e f o r e -
c l o s u r e s a l o i i l L t i n q a u e d i t b i d , ,'n-u a t t a c h e d .-n » oiinl i i m s 
INTJ.I'I LiATORY NO, b : I coniit ' i L i u n wiLIi Llie l o t e c l o s u t e 
a n d / r I i pn> >,ess i on o f t h e p e r s o n a l p r o p e r t y b e l o n g i n q h i Cibani 
C : '•** | ( " « ' • i, II 1 1 1 Il 0 - H I | i l l III , I  I I ' I 1 I I | I I I ! | | , p | il I 11 I i l l Il I I I | | I | 
ii'tg i 
a, State how Plaintiff obtained possession of said 
persona] i; i: op t] 
1: • She:: w the disposition f na id personal property . 
c# Indicate the name oi I he buyer", nf s.iiill per M U M I 
pro* *-
* 1 T i '1 1 i «i  ,I"J t e t he p r i c e o b t a i n e d f o r e ac h spe c i f i c p i e c e 
o f p e r s o n a l i >mr ope r f * r. 
e Provide an accounting of the funds received and how 
they were applied. 
ANSWEE 
YDE. PRA ! in ' Cryogenics, Inc. was sold by the del: rtor-in-possession through t*.c 
& SNOW 
SSlCt .iL COdfOWATION 
>RNEYS AT L A W 
IERICAN S A V I N G S 
PLAZA 
T S E C O N D S O U T H 
LT LAKE CITY. — 5 * -
LJTA1 t S4IQ1 
Bankruptcy Court• Debtor-in-possession was represented by Roger 
Segal. Plaintiff does not have the information from which to 
answer subparts a.f b.f c , and d. The information is of public 
record in the records of the Clerk of the Bankruptcy Court* 
e. See the attached accountings. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 7: Provide a description of all property, 
real and personal, received by Plaintiff from Gibson Cryogenics, 
Inc. or C. John Gibson showing the disposition of said real or 
personal property and an accounting of all funds received from 
the disposition of said property. 
ANSWER; The only property received by Plaintiff from 
Gibson Cryogenics, Inc. was the real property acquired through 
foreclosure. A copy of the trustee's deed containing a legal 
description of the property is attached hereto. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 8: Describe any conversations that agents 
of Plaintiff had with Bonneville Industries, Inc.'s agents regard-
ing acquisition of the October 28, 1983 note by Bonneville 
Industries, Inc. and in connection with said conversations, 
provide the following: 
a. The name of the individuals present at said 
meeting. 
b. The time and date of said meeting. 
c. The content of any conversations. 
ANSWER; Karen Ashbridge, an employee of American 
Savings & Loan Association, had conversations with agents of 
-6-
Bonneville Industries, Inc. regarding the acqui sition of the 
October 28
 f 1983 note I'hf- nisr or rnn fnnversationr were an 
l l l L | U J i Hi i ' " [ M i . ' i l l i l i < i l l M i n i m - I I l i I n J l l i . t 1 M I ' - *<* *~n 
whethe i American Sav ings would be i n t e r e / t e d i,n s e l l i n q the no te 
in qup •' "-" > Ml Ashbr idqe r e s p o n d " i th , l Viif1 ,» "\ • , 
b*« i n1 ' i uLil.f.» I il.* .,'.11 lit i I"' .'' io te and i e q u e s t e d a s p e c i f i c 
propos'.il No s p e c i f i c p r o p o s a l I CM the ) u r c h a s e of H I P nolu ^as 
e v e r q i \"«™An 1 , i »•) i *•• -i«iit 11 i i- 111 INN J I I I I I I I MI • i i 11 
Mb. A, ill i niqp du<;,i mi HI iiiidu d pieii'iiii r e c o l l e c t i o n of t h e t ime 
and <lai- u i t h e m e e t i n q s , nor who wis p r e s e n t . 
INTERROGATORS NU. i l i is nlh i i mf J e t e a c c o u n t i n g oJ dl 1 
funds r e c e i v e d from C lohn Gibson and Gibson C r y o g e n i c s , Inc . J 
II II IJI H i n t i f f f r o m n r t o h o r 'H 19R1 t h r o u g h 1 Inn1 | i u I n i l I a 
h i i i i in mi ill II i mi in in II I U . I . I U J J I L i in I . Hi li mi i G i b , .an and u j b s u n < r y o g e n i c s , , 
II mi in I in. in if been a p p l i e d by t h e Plaint, i I I 
ANSWER • Hill in in I In mi in in in ml MI in il i HI HI HIJIH I C I i II 
I n t e r r o g a t o r y No ' III1 l e a se s ee r e s p o n s e t o I n t e r r o g a t o r y Nu n 
INTERROGATORY NO. 10; If p r o c e e d s o b t a i n e d from f Iihin 
i; i I IMWI in i I 11 i II I * » in in I I i i i i i I i e I I I i il I in t h e 
p i o m i s s o r y note of October 28, I9B3
 f pr )v ide a d e t a i l e d a c c o u n t i n g 
ay tn whv s a i d funds were no t a p p l i e d a g a i n s t t h e fV+ot"< > ' »i 
1983 r 
ANSWER: See ansh P i I o Tnte r r og a t o r y No I 
INTERROGATOR" , i n \U Si uw i iM «i" P l . n n n f f I n .! I eiiip(,;.;;,<• I, t ,'» 




T LAKE CITY — 7 — 
ANSWER; The personal property securing the note in 
question was sold pursuant to public notice by the debtor-in-
possession through the Bankruptcy Court and based on a court 
order. The foreclosure of the real property was handled in a 
commercially reasonable manner in compliance with Title 57 of the 
Utah Code Ann. All property was liquidated in a commercially 
reasonable manner as expeditiously as possible in view of the 
pending bankruptcy case. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 12; Provide a complete accounting of all 
funds received by American Savings & Loan Association or the 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation from C. John Gibson and 
Gibson Cryogenics, Inc. 
ANSWER; No funds were received by the Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corporation from C. John Gibson and Gibson Cryogenics/ 
Inc. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 13; State all reasons why Plaintiff 
believes they are not subject to the one-action rule as outlined 
under Utah Code Ann. § 78-31-1. 
ANSWER; The so-called one-action rule as outlined in 
Utah Code Ann. § 78-31-1 applies only to obligations secured 
"solely by real property." The obligations which are the subject 
of this action were secured by both real and personal property, 
as well as personal guaranties. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 14; In paragraph 14 of the Plaintifffs 
Complaint, it is indicated that the real and personal property 
-8-
securing repayment of the mile H P P 1 liquidated and proceeds 
applied to the outstanding I m I a in i i- mi H 1 nntp I'IFTTP IMI " lie 
an accounting ot ail Lund a received ami liuw LJM-", were appliMii 
against the promissory note in question. 
A N S W E R ; ' I I M i n ii«ifji • in ml i i i | it i i i 1 - in i in 
INTERROGATORY NO, 15: Paragraph Lb of Plaintitt•s Complaint 
indicates there is a balance duf and nwviq of $1,078 r835.59 on 
1 In I II i mi mi I i n IIII I I in, n l in/ I I I i Ii I ml I a< IK ill I II I l i e l o m p l a i n t 
as Exhibit "A" Provide an accounting afi to how Plaintiff arrives 
at said amount. 
ANSWER: See answers In Interrogatories Nos. 3 and 5. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 1 _("i I milentif y all witnesses you i nt end I" u 
call at frial
 9 in m'" 1 m l i m i | «111 > i p e r i i ' i l i p i if! e s s i oridi II q u i i l i I n m i • 
tions oi experiences that will be called upon in the course of 
t h e i r t u b t i mo n y 11 I t. h is < d s e . 
A N S W E M " ''liin'i i«, AW ii,,!1,, i i " ! v 1 ' 1 I: I: e n ii .rii, c J w l il witnesses 
it intends tn call .it, trial. HI n M?vt»r, Karen Ashbridqe will 
probablv be a witness
 f as will Lenaid J. OWPI «, «-i f 
appi d.l ."if;1 I . 
INTERROGATORY NO. 17 "  m i i ,'H briefly the substance ui 
the testimony to be yiven by each MI 1 In u<ilni<* ,P» I I I < MI I I if i<»d 
above. 
ANSWER: Kan-Mi Amhbridge will be asked to qive testimony 
c o n c e r n II m i iMh " an IIII i in i ""Jill i rut i in I I Ii Il Jim i n 11 in im s 'I j i i m il Ii , i j p p l i 
cation uif pi.oceeds received from liquidation of collateral, the 
fDE. PRATT 
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A P*0«S*IONAL CO**OI»AT!ON 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
20O AMERICAN SAVINGS 
PLAZA 
77 WEST SECONO SOUTH 
liquidation of collateral/ foreclosure of real property and out-
standing loan balances after liquidation of all collateral* 
Mr. Owens will be asked to testify regarding the fair market 
value of the real property at the time of foreclosure. 
Dated this j}f7f day of October/ 1989. 
AMERICAN SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION, 
a Federal Association 
its Sr?^rr /hm 1&TAW 
STATE OP UTAH 
ss. 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE) 
[\±iZ(S A rrPrtLr / being first duly swornf 
deposes and states that he is the ^-HPTF**? /Hrr&rztsu&s of 
Plaintiff American Savings & Loan Association; that he has read 
the foregoing Answers to Interrogatories and the same are true 
and correct to his best knowledge/ information and belief; and 
that he signed the same in his capacity as ST/fr-FT^ > ^ v ^ y f o r 
American Savings & Loan Associate 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this //zv day of 
October/ 1989. 
My Commission Expires: 
NOTARY PUBLIC - Res id ing a t : 
SA^LT JL4+*.!?- A / / ; y r v 
••• t 01 •* 
60130 
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DEPOSIT TO L.I.P. 
NEW LOAN DISBURSEMENT 
CASH DEPOSIT TO L I . P . 
CASH DISB. FROM L.I.P. 
DISBURSE M O M L.I.P. 
DISBURSE M O M L.I.P. 
DISBURSE M O M L.I.P, 
CORRECTION 
CORRECTION 
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LATE CHARGE PAYMENT 
RATE CHANGED TO 15.500 
REG, PAYMENT 
AEG. PAYMENT 
RATE CHANGED TO 15.500 
RATE CHANGED TO 15*300 
PRINCIPAL PAYMENT 
INTEREST PAYMENT 
LATE CHARGE PAYMENT 
RATC CHANGED TO 15.500 
REG. PAYMENT 
REG. PAYMENT 
LATE CHARGE PAYMENT 
REG, PAYMENT 
REG. PAYMENT 
ST 4 COO TAX 
REG. PAYMENT 
RATE CHANGED TO 15.500 
REG. PAYMENT 
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MUOOO TEAA-TO-OATE MORTGAGE LOAN TRANSACTION HISTORY 60130 - AFRICAN SAVINGS AND IQAW DATE 12-31-85 
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D*,TC Wt 12-01*85 tfClNfi fiL*LWg TOTALS 1334??.71 .00 1&60.71 £0. .00 1056096 
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Recording Requested By And « .,„„// 
When Recorded Return To: A,,n ,q ' ol! ™ "" 
TIBBALS, HOWELL & MOXLEY 
257 East 200 South, Suite 850 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 SECURITY fill* 
Attention: Scheree E. Wilcox 
TRUSTEE'S DEED 
This Deed, made by American Savings & Loan Association, (a 
Federal Association) as Trustee, under the hereinafter mentioned 
Deed of Trust ("Trustee") and American Savings and Loan Association 
("Grantee") 47 West 200 South, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
WHEREAS, GIBSON CRYOGENICS, INC., a Utah corporation, as 
Trustor by Trust Deed dated October 28, 1983 and recorded October 
31, 1983 as Entry No. 893990 in Book 1434 at Page 2406 of the 
County Recorder of Weber County, State of Utah; did grant and 
convey to Trustee for the uses and purposes set out in Deed of 
Trust, the property hereinafter described to secure, among other 
obligations, payment of a certain promissory note and interest, 
according to the terms thereof, made and executed by GIBSON 
CRYOGENICS, INC.; and 
WHEREAS, a breach and default occurred of an obligation for 
which the trust property was conveyed as security under the terms 
of the Deed of Trust in the particulars set forth in the Notice 
of Default hereinafter referred to; and 
WHEREAS, the then Beneficiary and holder of note did execute 
and deliver to Trustee written declaration of default and demand 
for sale; and 
WHEREAS, Trustee in consequence of said declaration of 
default, election and demand for sale, and in compliance with the 
terms of said Deed of Trust, did on April 1, 1988 file for record 
in the office of the County Recorder of Weber County, Utah, a 
Notice of Default, identifying the Deed of Trust by stating the 
name of the Trustor named therein and giving the book and page 
where the same is recorded and a description of the trust property 
and containing a statement that a breach of an obligation for 
which the trust property was conveyed as security had occurred, 
and setting forth the nature of such breach and of the election 
to sell or cause to be sold such property to satisfy the 
obligation, and said Trustee on April 7, 1988 did mail by 
certified mail with postage prepaid, a copy of such Notice of 
Default with the recording date shown thereon, addressed to the 
Trustor and each person, a party thereto, at the address of such 
person as set forth in the request for a copy of said Notice of 
Default in the Deed of Trust and to each person whose name and 
address are set forth in a request therefor, if any, which had 
been recorded prior to the filing for record of the Notice of 
Default, directed to the address designated in said request; and 
WHEREAS, a period of not less than three (3) months did 
elapse after the filing and giving of said Notice of Default as 
herein set forth, and said default not being cured and said Deed 
of Trust not being reinstated; and 
WHEREAS, Trustee in consequence thereof and in compliance 
with the terms of said Deed of Trust did execute its Notice of 
Trustee's Sale, stating that it, by virtue of the authority in it 
vested, would sell at public auction to the highest bidder, for 
cash, in lawful money of the United States, the property 
particularly therein and hereinafter described, said property 
being in Weber County, State of Utah, and fixing the time and place 
of sale as August 8, 1988 at 1:00 p.m. of said day on the front 
steps of the Weber County Courthouse in Ogden, State of Utah; and 
said Trustee did cause copies of said Notice of Sale to be 
published once a week for three consecutive weeks on the following 
days, to wit; July 12, 1988, July 19, 1988 and July 26, 1988, in 
The Ogden Standard Examiner, a newspaper having a general 
circulation, printed and published in Weber County, Utah, in which 
county the property to be sold is situated; the last publication 
thereof being at least ten (10) days but not more than thirty (30) 
days prior to the day of sale as fixed in said Notice of Sale; and 
said Trustee did post copies of said Notice of Sale on July 11, 
1988 being not less than twenty (20) days before the date of sale 
therein fixed, in a conspicuous place on the property to be sold 
and in three (3) public places in the city or county in which the 
property to be sold is situated; and said Trustee did on July 12, 
1988 mail by certified mail with postage prepaid a copy of such 
Notice of Trustee's Sale to the Trustor and to each person, a party 
thereto, at the address of such person as set forth in the request 
for a copy of said Notice of Sale in the Deed of Trust and to each 
person whose name and address is set forth in a request therefor, 
if any, which had been recorded prior to the filing for record of 
the Notice of Default referred to herein, directed to the address 
designated in said request; and 
WHEREAS, all applicable statutory provisions of the State of 
Utah and all of the provisions of said Deed of Trust have been 
complied with by Trustee as to acts to be performed and notices 
to be given; and 
WHEREAS, Trustee did at the time and place of sale fixed as 
aforesaid, then and there sell, at public auction, to said 
Grantee, American Savings and Loan Association, being the highest 
bidder therefor, the property hereinafter described for the sum of 
THREE HUNDRED THIRTY THOUSAND DOLLARS AND NO/100 ($330,000.00); 
NOW, THEREFORE, American Savings & Loan Association, a 
Federal Association, as Trustee, in consideration of the premises 
recited and of the sum above mentioned, bid and paid by Grantee, 
the receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged, and by virtue of the 
authority vested in it as Trustee by said Deed of Trust does, by 
these presents, grant and convey unto American Savings and Loan 
Association, Grantee, but without any covenant or warranty, 
express or implied, all of that certain property situated in Weber 
County, State of Utah, described as follows: 
(See Attached Legal Description) 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, said American Savings & Loan Association, 
(A Federal Association), and in such capacity as 
Trustee, has caused its corporate name and seal to be hereto 
affixed this 10th day of August , 1988. 
AMERICAN SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION 
As Trustee Afor^Mid. 
BY : 7 ^ x / " ? ! ^ ^ ^ 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
:ss 





10th day of August 1988, before me, the 
a Notary Public in and for said County and State, 
appeared 32<*VL JL^J2.?E?L? and 
Smith , who being by me duly sworn, each for himself and not for the other, did say that they are the Assistant 
Secretary and Vice President, respectively, of American Savings & 
Loan Association (a Federal Association), and that the foregoing 
Trustee's Deed was signed in behalf of said corporation as Trustee, 
by authority of its by-laws and that said corporation, as Trustee, 
executed the same. 
^JcA 0< 
Jfy * commie*s-idrt e x p i r e s : 
NOTARY P U B L I C I 
R e s i d i n g i n S a l t Lake County 
\>JujLy 10;, J.990 
o'.V ' • / 
EXHIBIT "A' 
Being a pnrt of the Northeast Quarter of Section 20, Township 6 North, 
Rouge 3 West, Salt Lake Meridian, described as follows: Beginning at a 
point on the South right of way line of 900 South Street, said point 
being South 00*12' West 40.00 feet from the'Northwest corner of the said 
Northeast Quarter of Section 20, and running thence South 00*12' West, 
with an old fence maintaining the said West line of the Northeast quarter, 
n distance of 302.01 feet; thence East, 25.00 feet to a point in the 
ccnterllnc of an existing Drill Track; thence in a Soutlieasterly direction, 
with the said centcrline, the following 6 courses and distances; in a 
Southeasterly direction with a curve to the left, having a radius of 
477.68 feet, a distance of 461.74 feet; South 55*10'32" East 100.00 feet 
to the beginning of a curve to the right; along said curve to the right, 
having a radius of 477.68 feet, a distance of 461.74 feet; South 00'12,28M 
West, 46.51 feet; South 5*31'01" East, 97.80 feet, to the beginning of a 
curve to the left; along said curve to the left having a radius of 
613.36 feet, a distance of 696.55 feet to a point on the Northerly tight 
of way line of tlie C.P. Railroad (formerly call Southern Pacific Transportaion 
Company) thence South 89*36' East, along said right of way, a distance 
of 257.00 feet; thence North 00*12' East 1892.01 feet to the South right 
of way line of 900 South Street; thence West, 1195.00 feet along said 
right of way to the point of beginning* 
EXCEPTING THEREFROM that portion of said property lying below a depth of 
five hundred feet measured vertically from the contour of the surface 
thereof; provided, however, that Crnntor, its successors and assigns, 
shall not have the rlpjit for any purpose whatsoever to enter upon, into 
or through the surface of the property granted herein or any part thereof 
lying between said surface and five hundred feet below said surface. 
fb- oHl~ooi\ 
